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Visions

to work with multiple turtles and a variety of tmtle shapes.
LogoWriter for the Mactintosh offers a number of exciting
new capabilities not available on mM or Apple computers.

As I was editing this issue of LX, I was JXUticularly Sind:
by Judi Ranis' "Logo LinX' column. In it she de!Ulbes a
JXU1icu1ar scene frt::m a NOVA program called Talking Turtle.
Perhaps you have seen it? This program intersperses interviews with Seymour Papert and a variety of Logo teochers
from all over the world with scenes of children of all ages
using Logo. It is a beautiful worlc puviding a wondrous visioo
of Logo and the Logo philosophy.

More recently, Object Logo has reappeared in a new
package from Paradigm Software. (See the announcement
elsewhere in this issue.) This version has two to three times
as many primitives as any other version of Logo on the mazket.
It allows extensive ~ to the capabilities of the Macintosh
and extends the "ceiling" of Logo even more by providing
powerful object-oriented programming capabilities. Paradigm is committed to extending the capabilities of Object
Logo even further (and they deserve our
so that they
can do so).

This program is a special favorite of mine. I used to show
it to my high school students just as they were beginning tmt1e
graphics. Besides showing them that kids of all ages could
write Logo progmms more complex than they were yet able
do, it gave them a vision of what Logo was all about Now
Talldng Turtle provides a basis for thoughtful discussions
among my graduate students.

suwon

So where will we go next? What will the next threshold
look like? One of our graduate students here at the University
of Oregon, Victor Chen, is working on a vision of the fulllre

for his mastex's project Victor envisions software that would
provide "building blocks" for a teacher to create customized
software for her students without needing to be a oophisticated
programmer. He sees a "point and click" environment that
would allow, for example, putting together a simulation. lowlevel word proces.<m, medium-level spread sheet, and simple
command-language module (Logo?) to fit the needs of a
JXUticu1ar Sllldent or particu1ar assignment One program that
touches the edge of his vision is the Vuleo Works program, but
there are elements of his ideas in programs like Microsoft
Word that allow you to customize user levels and menus, or
HyperCard which allows easy cormections among applications. Victor's ideas require interactions between many
different types of software through a complex and intelligent
operating system. We certainly can't implement Victor's
~on today's school computers, but then look how far we
have come in the Ja<;t 10 years. We can certainly dream-let
us never stop dreaming.

The particular scene Judi describes has always been one
of my favOOte mcments in the program. It shows two young
girls who have created a Logo-like description of a dance
which they then perform. Perllaps I have loved that scene
because I have a daughter who has studied dance seriously for
over 10 years. Perhaps my attraction was because I myself
love music and dance. Perhaps my affection runs deeper,
however. That {mticular scene shows a wondrous combination of technology and the arts. There is a depth of ownership
of Logo ideas in those girls that allows them to use Logo in
everything they do. When I first saw Talking Turtle, using
Logo to create a dance was, for me, a unique "extension" of
Logo.

Today we !re an ever-increasing number of extensions to
Logo. In this issue IX, there a several articles on the use
LEGO blocks to build models controlled by Logo. In earlier
issues this year, we have seen Logo extended into telecommunications by LogoExpress. Each month Glen and Gina Bull
show us yet another way to connect Logo to the outside 'Mllid
through the emaging world of multimedia.

Little by little, we are learning how the computer can
molce bridges between the mathematical and the
sensual: the abstract and the intimate.
-Seymour Papert in Talking Turtle

Since Talking Turtle was made, Logo implementations
have changed dramatically. These newer versions are more
powerful and allow a great deal more initial success and
excitement Our smdents used to draw their first square and
then say "How do I fill it with color?" or "How do I put a 1abel
on it?" These once difficult tasks are now almoo: trivial with
LogoWriter and Logo PWS. More recently, we have seen an
upsurge in interest in Logos for the Macintosh. While
Terrapin Logo for the Macintosh has been available for quite
a few years, many JmPle are just oow ~g its ability

Sharon Yoder
ISTE
1787 Agate Street
Eugene, Oregon 97403
Ph: 503-346-2190
CIS: 73007,1645
BITNET: YODER@OREGON
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and yet they finished up with ~Dmething surprisingly respectable. Sometimes they had worked out a detailed plan in
advarx:e, only to find that it had to be changed in major ways
later. But they took their chances and gave it their best shot

by Thm Lough
As many of you do, I read a wide variety of magazires. I
frequently encounter some delightful smprises.

What about you? Do you have a dynamite idea for a new
class activity or a new direction for cwriculwn development?
Have you dreamed of writing an article for [)( about that
wondelful fifth-period class Logo project? Are you thinking
about trying a completely different way of rea:hing recursion
this time around?

I was thumbing through a television trade magazine
called Channels recently, when I happened upon a full page
notice (I really couldn't call it an ad) featuring 10 brief
sentences. And right in the middle of the text was a beautiful
drawing of a turtle. Needless to say, it caught my attention!

Come on! Give it a try! Don't you owe that much to
yourself and to your students?

The message was straightforward and simple. It was
signed by Bill D.miels, a cable television broker ~ out
of Denver. His message spoke to the teacher in me. Here is
what he said:

FD 100!

P.S. I was pleased to receive several encouraging reactions to
my Cktober lament about Logo and secondary ochools. One
respoose in particuJar might be of interest to IX readers. Over
the past five years, Ron P1a:e and his fellow rea:hers have
developed and refined a high ochool Logo curriculwn. I was
pleased to hear that the use of this curriculwn in Ron's high
school has provided an excellent introduction to Pascal. The
curriculum has been published in three-ring binder fonn for
use with Terrapin Logo and Logo PWS. For more infonnation, write to Ron PJace, Logo Cuniculwn Publishers, 4122
Edwinstowe Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80907.

It hm made millionaires out of paupers. It ~ earned
the Nobel Prize. And by using it wisely, entrepreneurs have ended up running corporations. I'm
referring to believing in yourself and your ideas.
Taking a chance on your own merit and giving the
world your best shot Somebody once said, "Observe the turtle, he progresses only with his neck
out" (The turtle drawing appemed here.) I think the
same holds true for us two-legged creatures. If
you've never taken a chance on yourself, at least
think about it Unless you do, you may never know
what you're missing out on. And neither will the rest
of the world.

Tom Lough
Founding Editor
PO Box 394
Simsbury, Cf 06070

Thank you very much, Mr. Daniels, for your inspiring

message.
OK, folks, there it is. Something for ea::h of us and foc our
students.
Some psychologists suggest that we all opernte within
what is called a "comfort zone." We are competent in this
comfort zone; we have a routine and know exa:tly what to do.
Outside that zone things are not quite so predic1able, so we
often hesitate to venture out
The Logo turtle has served as many a metaphcx'. Now it
is inviting you to take a risk, to stick out your neck and take a
chance on yourself.
This risk-taking spirit is at the vexy heart of Logo. Look
at the attitudes of your students as they puzzle their way
through to the successful completion of a JXOject. Sometimes
they didn't know where they were heading when they Slm1ed.

3
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was meaningful to the children-an essential component of
good learning and the ideal Logo environment! Since my
students had already made shapes and learned to copy and
paste shapes, they had some useful prior knowledge with
which to begin learning about procedures. I simply suggested
that, just as there was a flip side to the shapes Jli&e, there was
a flip side to a page. They alrealy knew how to flip back and
fath on the shapes page. Immediately eV<2')'011e flipped to the
"flip side."

by Eadie Adamson
In November 1988 "Logo Ideas" I discussed worlcing
with music (see "A Logo Concert," pp. 6 - 8, Logo Exchange,
November 1988). Since that time there have been some
interesting extensions of the use of music with LogoWriter,
one of which will interest the "non-musicians" in the audience.

We started with middle C procedure, wrote a procedure
like this:

How It All Started
It all began last October after I retmned from giving a
W<l'kshq> f<r the St Paul Logo Project I had promised my
sllldents I would share with them what the ~ in St Paul
created during the workshop. I brought back a wonderful
multi-Jmge stay about a spider, a witch and a cat, rhymed and
set to the music of "Itsy Bitsy Spider." The project was
complete with text and animation as well as sound. While
many of my students, having seen this, then wanted to learn
about animation, one group was particularly interested in
making music. Naturally I wa<~ ready to jwnp in. We immediately began to explore LogoWriter' s tone primitive.

to c
tone 273 10
end
(Note: My frequen;ies are about a half-tone difft2'ellt
from the ones in the LogoWriter manual. I got them
from a musician, Jim Wingate, who worla:d 1hern out
with an~. You can use mine <r LCSI's.
Musicians with perfect pitch will probably be happier with mine. See below f<r the full list of frequen-

cies.)

Testing Tone's Inputs
The tone JXimitive in LogoWriter takes two inputs. First
we tested these two inputs required by tone, trying to find out
what ateh did. A pt:7iod of experimenting followed. It rode
a while before the group agreed that the kind of !l>und was
retmnined by the first input, which ~ts the frequency
of the swnd. and that the length of the sound, the duration, wa<~
detmnined by the second inpuL

We wrote a few mae pocedures following the same pattern.
A New Idea for Swnd
Suddenly, Jeffrey said. •'What about making a note for
eW1)' letter of the a]phabet !I> we can play oor names?" Great
idea! Again, time was up, but I Jromised the next day to
suwly a frequency for each letter of the alphabet Secretly, I
had found a wooderful way to t.eoch these students to cut aro
pao;te !ext too: write one procedure, oopy it, page it, change
the letter and the frequeocy. It would be effiY fa them to build
an alphabet in far less than a c~ period!

Next we explored the maximum and minimum effective
nwnbels for each input Error messages appeared f<r inputs
which were too Jmge: tone doesn't like 9999 as input. f<r
example, when someone had typed tone 300 9999. This
experieoce in itself ~ good f<r beginnexs woo often igroe
emr messages. Paying attention to the emr message made
clear which input was unacceptable. Students had an excellent opportunity to practice reading and interpreting error
messages during this experiment The class shared the waic
on the rroject, quickly ref'itm strategies, and then shared their
results.

I made a copy of a piano keyboord and put the frequencies
of the while notes on the keys, along with the lettels of the
alphabet. (See the top of the next page.) F<r the musically
inclined, this clear the relationship between the sounds and the
frequencies.

Writing the Alphabet Procedures
To begin this lesson, evt"l)'Oile wrote the pocedure for
..A" Together we all put oor cursas on the first letter of the
rrocedure (the •<t" in •<to'). Together we Jiessed the Open
AppJe key, held it down and pressed the .. 1" key. Then we all
pressed the right arrow keys Wltil our woole pucedure was
higblighted I took a few socoods to be sure no one was in
uouble.

Class time fir that day was exhamted by 1hen. Next time:
procedures!
Introduction to Procedures
This group of stUdents had not yet learned about the
power of writing procedures. Here was an opportunity to
teoch an impcxtant Logo pugramming skill in a cmtext that
4
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Whlle the class was working, I dashoo off a procedure
whkh tocic. a wool as input and would play it a note as a time:

Ewcyooe~oo

their cursor below the first procedme and pressed the Retmn
key to *ip a line. Together we all held down the Open Apple
key while pressing "4." Voila! Another copy of the fli'St
procedure. TJIDe to write procedure B, but now all we had to
do was change the A in the first line to B, creating a JXOCX'.(lure
fir B. Then we needed to change the frequelx:y (the first input
to tme) to the frequency for B frool the reference page that I
gave them. I used my demonstratioo monitor to show the
cqlying and pasting ~uence where evecyone could refer to
it when necessary. In no time, whole alphabets were ready.

to play :narre
if empty? :name [stop]
run parse first :narre
play butfirst :name
end

By itself this is good, but the name (the input for play)
needs to be quoted for the pucess to wa:k. We really would
not find that much more hclpful. Obviously (to me) we could
write a little program which asked for a pemm's name, then
playoo it Here it is:

PUT THE CURSOR ON THE T IN •to•

to music
type [What's your name?]
type char 13
play (first readlistcc "name)
end

PRESS APPLE AMD I
ARROW KEYS TO HIGHLICHT
APPLE ~MD 3 TO COPY

ROUE TO WHERE VDU WAHT TO
APPLE AND 4 TO P~BTl

I

~1l Jo'i 31/b 3r.'il
'- M N 0

Now we all pres.cm Open Apple key and the "3" key. The
wmrehlWili~oog~moomre.
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More Extensions
The idea a ta1king compner amused me. I thought of
the R2D2-like sounds we bOO aJrealy heard. I created a "1alk"
procedure which occepts a list as inpuL The list is a whole
senrence. Talk plays each word, pausing briefly before
playing the next

m

The SOUND d a Name
Ivana was careful to wrire the procedures for just the
letters of her name first Suddenly she calloo out excitedly,
"Usten to my name!" It sounded a little like R2D2. Soon
eveozyooe had their names playing, or ahrost ready to play. We
had a room full of delightfully funny electtonic sounds.

to talk :list
if empty? :list [stop]
play first :list
wait 20
talk butfirst :list
end

But there,s more_.
I began thinking about the difficulties of remembering to
put a spa:e between each Ieuer. If we showed their teacha" or
a friend frool aoother class what we were doing, I thought we
wou1d want something that was easier to use and, for the uninitiated, a little m<Xe mysterious in its opcntion. If !mleOOe
simply typed their name, Logo would respood with an error
message. We needed a way around that!

What about puDUalioo? You can wrire procedmes for
commas, periods, question marks, even exclamation points.
They should be different frequencies from the nores. One
might simply differentiate a oomma from a period by the
duration of the sound: shcrt foc a coouna, 1ooger for a period.

5
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Then the same frequency would indicate punctuatioo. Here
are some samples:

to talk :list
if empty? :list [print [] stop]
play first :list
wait 20
insert char 32 <-This line is added

to .
tone 37 10
end

talk
end

to ,
tone 37 5
end

butfirst

:list

or

Thinking About the Sound
Language
This J.roject could becane immensely comph:ated. One
might try to distinguish between vowels and consonants by

A question might have a high tone; an exclamation point still
higher. This could be fun!

making the vowels have slightly longer duration than the
consonants. Then it might be possible to begin to identify
wools by 1heir Ihythm ~ wdl as melody. This kind of project
could lead students into a discussion of the origins of language. a look at linguistics from a new an~ and even a study
of the "rules" of pronunciation and the rllythm of speech.

Musical sounds treated this way could lead to writing
whole computer convexsatioos, or making up codes (can you
really remember all those frequencies?). Can you learn the
SOWld of a wad? IT might be fun to try! What does ''LOVE"
sound like?

Wonderful musical compositions might be constructed
with the musical alphabet How about writing a fugue based
on the sound of your name? Can you play names in counterpoint using several canputers? What about a musical sentence as the theme f<r a soog! Will a yowtg musician, using
this idea to explore mclody. ame up with the first alphabetical
symphony?

Put the Words on the Screen as They Play
Kylie wondered about puUing the letters on the screen as
they pJayed. This can be done simply by adding a line to tm1
procedure to insert the text on the screen. The primitive
insert puiS text on the screen md leaves the cursor on the line.
A series of insert commands could put together a word.
Again, using oopy and paste makes the 1ask of adding this line
to tm1 pocedure a little easier. Here is how the procedure f<r
"a" would look:

to a
tone 90 10
insert "A

Fel:ruary 1991
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For 'fbclie with GS or MS DOS LogoWriter
Consider giving each letter a color. There are not enough
colors to have a text cob" foc tmlletter. but how about having
!ODe colocs ]XOd1x:e the letter in coloc while odrrs cause the
screen to flash. How many times would the screen fJash--and

<-Words or names
will pint in caps

in what coJor or colors--foc an exc1amation poinil a period?
You would need to make these changes in the pocedures f<r
the individual letters.

end
Another possibility would be to adapt the play procedure !1:1
that it inserted the word it played. One could do this instead
of changing each letter:

The Frequencies We Used
On the next ~ is a list of the frequencies we use for
music (using the # for the sharp, B flat is then A#):

to play :nane
if empty? :nane [stop]
run parse first : nane
insert first :nane
<-This line is added
play butfirst :nane
end

LLF
LLF#
LLG
LLG#
LLA
LLA#
LLB
LC
LC#
LD
LD#
LE

Play will then insert the first letter after it plays. leaving
the cmsor to the right of the letter. After the last letter is
inseJted. the cursor will remain at the end of the word. Then
the taJk pocedure could insert a ~ after each wml: insert
cbar 32. Talk could end by ¢nting an empty list. print [],
to move to the next line. The adjusted procedme might look
like this:
6

90

95
101
107
113
120
128
135
143
152
161
171

MIDDI.EC
C#
D
D#
E

F
F#
G
G#
A

A#
B

273
290.
308
326
346
368
391
414
439
466
495
525

HG
HG#
HA
HA#
HB

HHC

859
913
974
1034
1101
1175

February

LF
LF#
LG
LG#
LA
LA#
LB

1991

181
192
203
216
229
243
258

- - - - - - L O G O EXCHANGE-----a
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HC
HC#
HD
HD#

HE
HF
HF#

559
593
631
669
715
758
806

Special thanks to my Sllldents who were the inspiration for this article: Jeffrey, Ivana, Kylie, Adam,
David, Elizabelh, Elliot, MeJanie, Rteel and Nadia.
Thanks also to the Logo St Paul ~ who were
the a-eauxs of the ''The ltsy Bitsy Spkb'' p:ogram:
Carol McCarty, Clare Eldredge, Naocy Ku001, Caroline Nicholas, Diane Hankes, Grace Bellesen, and
Mary Tacheny.
Falie .Adalrum is a member of The New I...a1xnlmy
for Teaching and Learning at The Dalton School in
New Yaic, wlrre she woks with Logo and LEGOI
Logo with Middle School students.

Eadie can be reached via LogoExpress on the New
York host, 1-212-765492A (from Los Angeles, the
number is 1-818-505-1511). Eadie's usemame is
EadieA.

Eadie Adamson
The Dalton School
108 East 89th Street
New Yark, NY 10128
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by Frank Cm-ely

~

PRINT SENTENCE [VANILLA
CHOCOLATE]
"GINGER

This month's column comes to you courtesy of Brian
Harvey. Cmsider this column editcr just a vdricle to communicate his thoughts. I take blame for any mistakes in the
column, but he receives full credit for anything which is
correct Brian was gnrious enough to respond at great length
to the October Questions, Please column. This month's
column consists essentially of his answers to llliile key questions in that colmnn. Thank you, Brian Harvey.

Feb'ualy1991

[RUM

RAISIN]

or
PRINT LPUT
RAISIN]

"GINGER
[VANILLA
CHOCOLATE]

[RUM

but if we want to add a multi-word flavor we must say
PRINT LPUT {FUDGE SWIRL]
[RUM RAISIN] CHOCOLATE]

2. Please explain in simple language the LPUT command, bow it works and bow it fi used.

[VANILLA

not
Let's suppose you want to write a procedure FRCMT1TO

that takes a numbec as input and outputs a list of numbers from

PRINT SENTENCE {VANILLA (RUM
CHOCOLATE]
[FUDGE SWIRL]

1 to that inpul For example, SHOW FROMlTO 10 should
print [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]. The most naturnl way
to~ this is:
TO FROMlTO :NUMBER
IF EQUALP :NUMBER 0
OUTPUT LPUT :NUMBER
:NUMBER - 1
END

[OUTPUT
FROMl TO

5. In what sequence should the commands and
concepts of Logo be taught to introduce programming in the language?
6. Are there some activities which are particularly
welkuited for beginners to the Janguage: both be-

[] ]

ginDing teachers and teachers teaching to beginning students?

In the second instruction line we want to append one number
(:NUMBER) at the right end of a list that was produced by the
recursive invocation. It's easy to imagine other situations in
whX;h you'd want to add something at the right end of a list
TO POLITE :ORDER
OUTPUT LPUT "PLEASE.
END

PRDl'.l' POLITE [BE
BE QUIET PLEASE.

RAISIN]

For both of these questions, there is no single right
answer, but there are many books you can consult that show
possr.ble approaches. With young students, most teachers start
with turtle graphics. Tt"Jlehing high school or college students, I prefer to avoid graphics altogether, partly because
some students think that it is ..baby stuff" and partly because
list processing emphasizes operations (procedures that oulput
a value) over conunands (procedures that just do something
on the lUeell). This shift in emphmis is important to lead into
the study of more advanced ideas in computer science later.

:ORDER

QUIE'l']

Two classic introductory books that provide both sequence and activity ideas are Harold Abelson's Apple Logo
and Daniel Watt's Learning with Logo, both published by
McGraw-Hill. For junior high school students I recommend
The Logo Project Book by Alison Bitch, published by Termpin. For high school and college students, and for teachers
learning Logo, I like my own Computer Science Logo Style
series, published by MIT Press. There are, of course, many
more books I cou1d mention, but I'm ttying to provide a short
starting point rather than a comprehensive bibliography.

In both of 1hese examples, just as is often the case with FPUT,
we could use SENTENCE instead, in this way:
TO POLITE :ORDER
OUTPUT SENTENCE :ORDER
END

"PLEASE

The use of FPUT and LPUT instead of SENTENCE is
imporlmlt when dealing with lists that contain sublists, like
(VANILLA [RUM RAISIN] CHOCOLATE], which is a list
of three elements, one of which is itself a list. We could add
a single-word flavor like GINGER to the list either way:

Anolher kind of answex is to think of Logo programming
not as a topic in itself but as a tool in pre;enting other kinds of
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Ooce again, my great gratitude to Brian Harvey for his
quick and thorough responses to these questions. I hope his
answers have responded to the issues, both large and small, in
a helpful and thought-provoking manner. Until next month,
I hope that all of your questions are answered, but if they
aren't. send them to me!

cmricula MIT Press publishes a serT.s called Explorations in
Logo with books that ~ Logo to explore linguistics, visual
modeling, and !OOle topics in mathematics. These books are
intended primarily for high school students.

7. Can someone give a typical page or a Logo
plan, including goals and objectives?

~

Frank J. Corley
St Louis Priory School
500 South Mason Rood
St Louis MO 63141

These days a lot of Logo people are willing to entertain
questions like this, and you'll probably get !mle answers that
look like what you wanted. But I'm an old-fashioned Logo
person, and I think that the whole point of Logo is to get away
from planned lessons. My idea of a }Xrlect secondary computer class is that the teacher walks into the room, the kids are
already at work, and six kids jump at the tea:her to ask urgent
questions. If the answer could be looked up the teacher just
says "look it up!" In the cases where a kid milly is having
trouble understanding something, and has already asked other
kids without success, the teacher goes over and teaches that
kid while the other kids happily waic on their own. About 10
minutes into the period, the tfa:her next door comes over to
complain about the noise, and the computer teacher tells the
other teacher to go jump in a Jake.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Submission deadline: Feb. 28,1991

Educational Use
of Computer Based Media
in the Information Society
September 13-19, 1991

Tokyo, Japan

If we're talking about elementary school kids who are in
the same c~ all day, then there are a lot of computers
in a comer of the room, and kids are constantly coming and
going as oomething comes up in their other worlc that seems to
suggest using a computer.

.

Co-sponsored by:
Japan Association
for Educational Technology &
International Society for
Technology in Education

Of course this wonderful state of affairs presupposes that
the kids know something about Logo programming already;
their first days with the computer can't be quite oo loose. Still,
most of the planned lesoons I've seen strike me as deadly
boring. You can find whole books full of Logo worlcsheets,
designed to make computer pugnunming feel just like spelling or multiplication tables, but I don't recommend them.

The use of multimedia in education and
training will be the focus of this conference.
The conference will include both an English
and Japanese strand. Prospective authors
should submit two copies of a one-page
abstract.

,
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8. Are there Logo institutes around the country for
teachers and supervisors just beginning in Logo?

1

I'll mention the one that I'm involved with. There is an
NSF-sponsored summer program at Kent State University
called the Institute for Secondary Mathematics and ComJXltef
Science (IFSMACSE). This is not a ''Logo institute." in that
Logo is not the central concern, but Logo is heavily used
throughout the cwriculum of the institute. There are three
sqEale strands: comJXltef &:ience, new topics in marhematics, and the use of computers in learning mathematics. I tea:h
in the first of these strands. Rr more infoonatim. write to the
College of Continuing Studies, Kent State University. Kent.
OH 44242.

To submit abstracts or to receive more information, contact:
ISTE, % Multimedia Conference (Japan),
1787 Agate St.
Eugene, OR 97403-1923
ph. 503/346-4414
FAX: 503/346-5890
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Or you might want to use a pie-shaped
block.

Free-Wheeling in Logo
by Dorothy Fitch
One of the exciting things about Logo is the opportunity
it gives us to open up a window into people's minds and watt:h
them think. It is fascinating to watch people !l>lve a problem,
and even more interesting to observe several people solving
the same problem-generally in quite different ways.

pi~

as a building

We'll focus on different ways of drawing the wheel using
the ciocle and spokes. The coocept of using a pie-shaped ~
sounds much easier to do than it actually is. If you are up for
an interesting IIUlllX'Inatic. challenge, go ahead and IIy it, but
we'll stick to circles and spokes!

This month we'll look at a problem and think about
several appiOOChes to !l>lving it In the course of this, we'll be
exploring different ways of creating circles in Logo.

Just for fim, draw the wheel with pencil and paper. Is this
a good way to draw the wheel in Logo? Not really. You
probably drew a circle, then the spokes from one edge of the
circle to the other. You drew a vertical spoke, then a horizontal
spoke, then the ones in between. The wheel above has 20
spokes, but that's a hard number to draw free-hand. A wheel
with 8, 12, 16, or 24 SJXlkes is easier.

Here's the problem:

So how might you draw the wheel in Logo?

Let's start with the spokes You may have drawn other
Logo desi~ that are similar. Draw on paper how you want
the turtle to move. Think of how you could use a REPEAT
statement Here's one solution:

How would you go about drawing this bicycle wheel?
You don't actually need a computer for this exen:ise. The
point is not necessarily to write a program to draw it, but just
to think about Jvw you would draw it We will be writing some
Logo programs here, however, so you won't be left with
questions about how to do it!

TO

SPOKES

REPEAT

20

RIGHT

[FORWARD

40

BACK

40

18]

END

Here are some off-computer questions to ponder.

The FORWARD and BACK distance detennines the
Iadius of the circle. This procedure draws 20 spokes. If you
want a different nwnber of spokes, use a different nwnber
after REPEAT and adjust the RIGHT tum nwnber accordingly. (Remember that the Total Tmtle Trip Theorem tells us
that for the twtle to return to its original heading after completing a design, it will have tmned a total of 360 degrees.)

The first thing to think about is what building blocks
would be useful? What parts make up the wheel?
If you hOO a circle,

Now for the circle. There are a couple of ways to think
about a circle. A math teacher will tell you that a circle is a set
of points equidistant from a central point But most people
using Logo think of a circle as a shape with many sides-the
mere sides a shape has, the rounder it looks!
you could ood spokes to it

Let's draw a Logo circle using each of these methods.
Then you can decide which makes more seme to you. Either
is correct

10
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Here's a p:ocedure that dmws a circle OOsed on the "math
teacher" definition: a set of points the same dis1aoce fim1 the
turtle's position.

TO PI
OUTPUT
END

TO CIRCLE
REPEAT 360 [PENUP FORWARD 40 PENDOWN
BACK 1 PENUP BACK 39 RIGHT 1]
PENDOWN
END

Volume 9 Number 5

3.14159

Yoo can get Logo to tell yoo the cin:umference of the
cin:le by typing:
PRINT 2
251.327

If you type SPOKES and CIR.a.E (in either mJer), you
get a wheel! It lakes a while to draw it, as we are making the

*

PI

*

40

This is the total distance that the turtle should go forward.
If it is moving fa-ward 36 times, then each time it moves it
shou1d travel 251.327+36 turtle steps. This number worlcs out
to be 6.98, which we can round to 7 with no visible negative
effect (at least on my Apple !Ueell). We can write a procedure
called CIRCLE2 that looks like this:

turtle cover a lot of territory. (To speed it up, type
HIDE1UR1l.E befae drawing the wheel Now the computer
doesn't have to spend a lot of time showing the image of the
tmt1e as it zips around the screen.)
So, your completed procedure might look like this:

TO CIRCLE2
REPEAT 36 [FORWARD
END

TO WHEEL1
HIDE TURTLE
CIRCLE
SPOKES
SHOWTURTLE
END

7

RIGHT

10]

Test it by typing CIRCLE2. Then move the turtle to the
center of the cin:le using these inst:nr;tions:
PENUP RIGHT
PEND OWN

This method is fairly straightforward. It is also a good
3piXOEd ftr younger children who may be able to undo's1and
the ooncept of drawing a ciicle in this way.

90

FORWARD

40

LEFT

90

Now type SPOKES to complete the wheel.

Now Jet's try the many-sided shape appradl. We can
a circle by having the tm1le rrove faward a little,
tum a little, move fOIWard a little, tum a little, and so on, until
it rea;hes its original position, like this:
~

REPEAT

I~

.

I

.I

36

[FORWARD

5

RIGHT

10]

That looks like a circle--by the time your shape has more
than 20 sides, it looks pretty round-but it is not big eoough
for our spokes. We'll have to make it the right size. We can
either spend time using trial and error, which isn't a bad
8Jllll'OOCh, or use !Dlle math. (You can experiment with trial
and error

on your

What happened? The spokes didn't fit quite right! That's
because in our CIRCLE2 procedure, the turtle moves forward
7 steps befixe it turns the first time, causing the center of the
circle to be shifted up the screen a little from where you
expected it to be.

own.)

To get the cin:le the right size, we need to know the
fonnula for the ciicumference of a circle, which we recall is
21tR. R is the radius of the circle, 40 in this example, and 7t is
roughly 3.14159 (close enough for our pmposes).

We can fix this by moving the turtle back half this
distance before it begins the circle and moving it fi:xward the
same mnoont when it is done, like this:

Yoo might want to define a procedure called PI. (l'euapin Logo fa the Ma:intosh already has a built-in PI command.)

11
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TO CIRCLE2
BACK 3.5
REPEAT 36 [FORWARD
FORWARD 3.5
END
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7

RIGHT

TO DIST :R
OUTPUT 2 * PI
END

10]

*

:R
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I 36

One last wheel program. These procedures draw both 1he
spokes and the rim of the wheel in one oper.Uion. I'll leave this
for you to explore on your own.

Here's a completed version of WHEEL2, using 1he steps
described above.

TO

WHEEL3

REPEAT
END

TO WHEEL2
CIRCLE2
MOVE.TO.CENTER
SPOKES
END

20

[SPOKE

ARC]

TO SPOKE
FORWARD 40
BACK 40
RIGHT 1
END

TO MOVE. TO. CENTER
PENUP
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 40
LEFT 90
PENDOWN
END

ARC
REPEAT 17 [PENUP FORWARD 40 PENDOWN
BACK 1 PENUP BACK 39 RIGHT 1
PENDOWN]
END

TO

If you want 1he wheel to be centered on the screen, draw
the spcjces first, then move the turtle to the left instead of to the
right (you'll have to modify the MOVE.TO.CEN1ER procedure), and draw the circle.

What next? Think of how you can use what you have
learned. You could:
• Put a rind around your wheel and tmn it into a
grapefruit
• Make a wheel wilh more (<r fewer) spokes
• Take a look at your own bkycle and draw a com-

Here is a useful procedure that takes the mlius of a circle
as input and draws a 36-sided shape with the carect circumference. Variables are used to make the pucedure easier to
read axl undersland. LOCAL makes sure that the variables do
not stay in the workspace after the procedure is finished.
(Make sure that your PI procedure is in the wOf'kstB:e.)

plete Logo bike
• Make a largo' a smaller wheel
• Make a wheel with one spoke that moves around
like the sweep second hand of a watch (use
PENERASE and WAIT to perfect it)
• Make an 8-spoke wheel and decaate it with pepperoni and mushrooms!

TO CIRC :RADIUS
LOCAL "CIRCUM
LOCAL "DISTANCE

"CIRCUM 2 * PI * :RADIUS
"DISTANCE :CIRCUM I 36
BACK :DISTANCE I 2
REPEAT 36 [FORWARD :DISTANCE RIGHT
10]
FORWARD :DISTANCE I 2
END

MAKE
MAKE

Happy Logo adventures!
A former education and computer consultant. Dorothy
Flt.ch has been the Dirocta of Product :Deyelqment at Tmapin since 1987. She can be reached at

You can stuten this pucedure, avoid over-use of MAKE
and produce a more elegant program by writing

Terrapin Software, Inc.
400 Riverside Street

starements,

PatJand, ME 04103
(W7) 878-8200
CompuServe address: 71760,366

TO CIRC2
:RADIUS
BACK (DISTANCE :RADIUS)

I 2
REPEAT 36
[FORWARD :DISTANCE :RADIUS
RIGHT 10]
FORWARD (DISTANCE :RADIUS) I 2
END
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LONG DISTANCE LOGO
Educators-You don1 have to go to classes to earn graduate credit-let the classes come to
you! Introduction to Logo For Educators, a graduate level ISTE lrr::Jepef'Kient Study course,
albws you to learn at your own pace while corresponding with your instructor by mail. This
course is available for LogoWriter and Terrapin's Logo PLUS.

WORK INDIVIDUALLY OR WITH A GROUP
Take Introduction to Logo For Educators at home, or study with a group of collea~es.
The course uses video tapes (ON LOGO) with Mlrs Seymour Papert, printed materials,
textbooks, and disks. View the tapes, read and report on course materials, do projects,
design Logo lessons for students, and correspond with your instructor by mail.

NOT JUST ANOTHER CLASS
Dr. Sharon Yoder, editor of the Logo Exchange journal, designed Introduction to Logo For
Educators to provide staff development and leadership training. The four quarter-hour
oourse meets the standards of the College of Education at the University of Oregon, and
carries graduate credit from the Oregon State System of Higher Education.

ON LOGO VIDEO TAPES
School Districts may acq.Jire a license for the use of the ON LOGO package of 8 haH-hour
videotapes and 240 pages of supporting print for $599.00. For a one-time fee of $1295.00, the
package may be obtained with both tape and print duplicating rights, enabling districts to build
libraries at rnu"iple sites.
Group Enrollment. A tuition of $206 per participant is available to institutions that enroll a
group of six or more eck.lcators. This special price does not include the ON LOGO videotapes.
Your group must a<X:J.Jire the tapes or have access to them. Once aCXJ.Jired, the lbrary of
tapes and materials may be used with a new groups enmlting for the same reciJced fee.

Individual Enrollment Educators with access to the tapes may enroll indivici.Jally for $306.
Tuition incllding tape rental is $336. A materials fee of $31 per enrollee is charged for texts
and a packet of articles. This fee is waived for enrollees who already have the texts.

Tuition lnfonnatlon, Detailed

course

OUtlines, and Order Blanks can be obtained from:

LONG DISTANCE LEARNING/ISTE
1787 Agate St., Eugene, OR 97403-1923
Phone 503/346-4414.
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Pattern block wOik gets duplia!ted on saeen, geoboard plans
are left for others to reproduce more abstractly. The computer
~ involves not to mention following directions, keyboarding foc letter recognition, eye-hand coordination, cooperative
learning-all informal and voluntary. Logo, like using the
sand table or like reading a book, sometimes provides yet
another way to absorb the skills that the school expects.

Why LEGO? Why Logo?
Sandy Dawson threw out a startling question at the end of

the November 1988 MathWorlds colunm: "How tire<; LEGO/
Logo fit into the cuniculum?" (Logo Exchange, Vol 7, No. 3)
This struck me as close-to-blasphemous appearing in a publication dedicated to "Logo-izing" education.

Now enter into this boclalrq) LEGO/Logo. I had bunches
of fun getting cars to go and lights to blink last summer, but
why did my kids need this? And, more diffJCult yet, is htm, not
to mention when, would I tmn what is meant for fourth gmje
and above into "a natural" for the yOliDgsters.

That question of appropriate application is the litmus test
eveiy aspect of my classroom life must pass. Mine is a small
alternative public &:hoot in East Harlem, New YOik City. The
three primary grades are connected through a theory of child
development that allows for unevenness of mawration across
different subject areas. as well as a flexibility of structure to
accommodate children's individual styles and ra~ of learning and growth. Every other September, I start over with
another group of 6-years-olds; we stay as a group for the next
two years. I had this group of 7- and 8-year-olds as well. I had
the same group the year before. This luxury of time allows for
a gralual organizalion around all cmriculum areas. Given the
above, I guess it's clear where Logo fits in, but I have one
school computer. Logo is the only ~ftware I use.

Fitting LEGO/Logo into the curriculum gives it too
narrow a scope, just as Logo cannot just be "fit in." The Logo

language itself is a metaphor for the larger philosophy of
engaging the learner in an active, productive, thinking, planning, self-motivated process. Given that philosophy, I have
no problem making certain the childrens' "work period"
includes the development of a group ''program" for maneuvering the turtle block around the a:etate and oaktag "screen"
on the rug. In this way, Logo 00e8n't fit into the currollum;
it is the curriculum.

While the alministration has been supportive in terms of
supplying the goodies I read about in IX, I am on my own as
to training, application and assessment

The Machine Unit
So now the task was how to make LEGO/Logo part of the
larger ocheme, to give it an integrated place amid the pu1Z].es,
woodworking, and upcoming city-wide reading ~ts.

So, how does LEGO/Logo fit in? For that matter, how
does Logo fll in? or just LEGO? or writing process? or the sand
table? In fact, what is it we mean when we say "the cwriculum"?

Basically, due to my limited grasp of the necessary
physics, we couldn't focus on constructing mechanically
sound units. So I took the perspective of connecting the existing interest, and considemble skill, that kids have with LEGO
to a computer based experience. Again, this is not really
different than transferring a geoboord design to lines and dots
on a monitor, gmdually lealing children from the concrete to
the abstract Rather than being the end goal of the lesson, the
computer serves as one of the tools of that part of the cuniculum.

I have a moral obligation to teach the children appropriate levels of reading and math. ()camonally, teaching guides
filter down, vaguely implying that science and social studies
get accommodated as well. And I have my personal interests
in art and aesthetic development I want to squeeze in. It takes
a bit of juggling to teach the skills the children are expected to
acquire along with what I believe is important for them to learn
as well as responding to the pei'&>nal limits and demands of
each child's development The class is run on an integrated
curriculum design whereby projects and activities are arranged so that children, sometimes individually. but more
often in teams oc in small groups, wOik on seveml cunicu1um
themes at once. Our lone computer has served as a pivotal
agent for many of these projects.

From these ruminations came our unit on Machines. The
plans for this unit covered these subject areas through the
accompanying activities.

There are obvious cm;s-overs between many categories.
This was a long way to go to merely mention LEGO!Logo. But
it could well serve to set the foundation for more directed
instruction and exploration in older grades.

Over the past eight years that I have been battling with
learning Logo, I have fOliDd it weaving its tentacles through
the classroom. It's a natural for the early childhood setting:
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The Machines Unit turned out to be a great
success on many levels. I'll touch on some of
the stronger threads that canied us from January
through June. Children have had a lot of expe- * Peer -Nioilflj
rience in building with LEGO. Remember, this ,. fnoptr Afflico. \10i> D~ lD'<>
-~.. . . . . . so,..ci~, "'. ..-.s
is the middle of the second year I have had this
3
- L'Go •LOGo
group, so everyone has had oodles of chances to
• 'U!VIIol~· ~no(.
freely explore the construction possibilities. I • NAcWoliiES NlilOl> WuAWI
'!NI\4Tr
started the unit using their natural interest and
m'td .,..,
and acquired skills. Invention Teams of two or IF worK irl ~~o~tn~ (")
three were assigned to build models of ma- 11< oeed to pi-; ~tdlo.clc: ('l, !)
chines with wheels, and then a machine without " f..l\ou~;flj 6••tetoO...s ell)
wheels. Different members of a team then had • ~,\.llrdi~ '!(;I~
• eyt- \laV'oli eoorci'oll<li...n (If)
to build a car and do some basic testing to
5. Cofoi\PU'T'ER
compare designs. Records were kept, including
a drawing of the model and a delaiption of what
was lried. For example, a group would try a
two-block high ramp and both cars would go
4. LAtiGUAGf/
down it fine. By the time the ramp was four
ltEADIN6
blocks high William's wheels would keep
coming off, but Jolmette's didn't. Why? Children began using phrases like ''testing'' the car,
keeping a log of results, making predictions.
The written record was being kept in invented
spelling with a child-in the group chosen as the
scribe (writing process).
Introducing the LEGO/Logo QU' now was a
normal next step. Again, children worked in
teams. Different tasks might be designing a
road and ramp that the car could maneuver over
safely, using the basic commands they already
had been exposed to in order to tmvel from point
A to point B, or telling the car to GO (number), getting a
chance to count the accompanying seconds. Kids spent
enormous amounts of time ~g matching their count to
the cars' run. The fascination with time ( specifically, how
long is a second) was a wonderful tangent. I could nevec have
planned for it, and the we of a computer was sort of irrelevant
But in a truly integrated curriculum envirorunent, these kinds
of bonuses always pop up.
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"Driving" incorporates the previous single-key comR. L), while giving
the user control of setting up bWher own game. The child
designs his/her own :rem and then "drives" the car along that
road with single-key commands, either soccessfully guiding
it to the garage at the end of the road <r running off the road
and crashing.
rrunds children are now familiar with (F,

This is the first program I hal shown the kids using other
turtle shapes. In addition to representing the manipulations
we were doing with machinery, specifically cars, I hoped to
dangle SETSHape in front of Dne inquisitive ms. Another
unspoken gool was 10 pres;mt REPEAT a<! needed to facilitate
the crealioo of longer roods. The introduction of DRIVING
was simultaneous with children using the computer and the
LEGO car as well as becoming more adept at their manual
LEGO constructions. In addition. other children were making
plans on graph paper fa original vehicles and then building

Initially, the children in my class began to use the DRIV·
lNG game after modeling the pogram with flat blocks and a
toy car. Children lay out a track on the rug and take tmns
giving simple commands. I generally ~t a<~ the computer, responding to their directions with, "I need more infonnalion,"
or "I don't know how to _ , " a<1 needed This is the fmnat
we we whenever :introdocing. a new game I have nme <r highlighting a new or expanded command.
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them out of milk cartons, with cardboard wheels and suaws
for axles. As the culminating project for the unit, all children
were again on mixed-ability teams that designed and built
original inventions, complete with a written manual and ads.
All these octivities were presented at our Invention Exhibit for
parents the ~ week of school. Children were getting many
different experiences from different perspectives using different materials all around the same general curriculum gools.
The success and efforts of each experieoce went towards the
quality of experience for others.

to turn.l
talkto [a]
set odd
talkto [b)
set even
talkto [a b)
onfor 40
end

As anotlx7 aside, I had aN> gotten a !.EGO Technics seL
As usual, the manual said it was for older elementary school
kids. I then spent hours at night pUnstakingly recreating eoch
of the models so I might be better able to assist children should
they want to try iL Again, I misjudged the persevemrx:e and
ingenuity of young children when they feel unthreatened and
given the opportunity to support each other. The picture of
watching Ricky deep in concentration for well over an hour as
he made page after page of complex models will always be
with me. Koowing that Ricky had terrible attention problems,
was a beginning reader who could not focus on an msignment
at all, and had a host of birth and home conditions that 11laie
success in school difficult at best, just did not fit with the sight
before me. The schools must diversify what is considered
"cmriculmn" if these children -and there are more like Ricky
than not in our city's schools- are to find real ochievement and
self-esteem in our system.

DRIVING program:

to startup
setup
print [Type ROAD to plan your road.]
print []
print [Type DRIVE when you are ready
to move your car along your road. ]
end
to setup
ct
pu
rg
cc
ht
setbg 1
setsh 1
setc 0
end

to road
ct
pu
cg
setpos [-130 5]
pd
stamp
make "direct readlistcc
run :direct
end

Lego car program:

*

to turn.r
talkto [a]
seteven
talkto [b)
set odd
talkto [a b]
onfor 45
end

to brush
pd
stamp
forward 3
end

In this complex cmriculwn organization there is no way
for the classroom teocher to assess the impoct on the class of
the computer or its applications. But I do know the kids are
turned on to it, they clearly get pleasure from their successes,
and they are challenged by their temporary failures. In the
case of this Machines Unit it allows the children a l:mader
range of experiences. They wonder, "Why?" and ''What if?"
Some kids who hadn't yet tapped into the computer are
grabbed by the IEGO hook. It makes their toys credible in a
grown-up world. LEGO/Logo opens up possibilities and
gives kids power to learn in all subject areas through their
existing skills and interests. That's what I thought following
a cmriculum was all about.

to go :seconds
talkto [a b]
onfor :seconds
end

February 1991
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to done
setc 5
setsh 20
stamp
cc
type [Type DRIVE to roove the car
along the road into the garage.
Good Luck!]
repeat 8 [type char 32]
end

to r
right
end

to f
brush
end
to drive
start.drive
if :direct
if :direct
if :direct
cruise
end

90

to l
left
end

shape 2

to direction
if heading
i f heading
i f heading
i f heading
end

shape 3

"f [seth 0]
"r [seth 90]
"l [seth 270]

to crash
cg
ht
repeat 3 [flash]
setpos [-35 0]
label [YOU CRASHED! ]
wait 50
startup
end

1

[wait 10 crash

5

[wait 10 winner

shape 4

to winner
cg
ht
setpos [-35 0]
label [CONGRATULATIONS!]
setpos [-65 -25]
label [You made it hone safely!]
wait 50
startup
end

90

to start.drive
cc
pu
setpos [-130 5]
setc 4
setsh 27
st
end
to cruise
if colorunder
stopa11]
if colorunder
stopall]
narre readchar
"f
i f :key
"b
i f :key
"r
i f :key
"1
i f :key
cruise
end

Volwne 9 Nwnber 5

to flash
setbg 4
wait 1
setbg 1
wait 1
end

Judith Menken teaches at the East Harlem Block
SchooL She can be reached at

"key
[forward 3 type "f]
[back 3 type "b]
[right 90 type "r]
[left 90 type "1]

1615 ~n Avenue
NewYork, NY
10029
(212) 567-7744

90 [setsh 27]
0 [setsh 3]
180 [setsh 4]
270 [setsh 2]
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From A Different Angle

February 1991

gymnastics, dancing, or yoga units. Why not integrate some
Logo explorations into these naturally appealing physical
activities?

by Judi Harris
I'll never forget that scene.

We are all familiar with the facilitative effects of kinesthetic experiences of abstract concepts for learners. Encouraging children to "play turtle" as an integral part of the Logo
graphics problem solving process is probably a well-established part of your "facilitator's repertoire" by now. Why not
capitalize upon this symbiotic relationship between cognitive
and physical activity?

Voice over:
When )Vu've used mathematical principles as a key
to enjoyable physical activities, your feeling for
mathematics is likely to be wanner, more personal,
more engaged.
-Seymour Papen in Talking Turtle, a NOVA program produced by WGBH Public Television

Angular Notions
At one elementary school, it all began with a bulletin
board During one of my "1-need-to-relax" trips to a local
bookstore, I happened UJX>n a JXIPelback aurhored by Olympic
gymnast Kurt Thomas (Kurt Thomas on Gymnastics, Simon
and Schuster, 1980). It contained many beautiful black-andwhite photographs of his wOik on the rings, horse, and floor
mats. The precision of his moves and his perfect muscular
control were masterfully revealed through these still portraits.
The angles formed by his limbs and torso were fascinating.

Two young girls in black leotards performed a dance to a
pulsating rock-and-roll song, mirroring each other's graceful
movements.
Voices over:
We wrote the dance like we wrote the procedures for the
computer.
-Mandy and Michelle in Ta/ldng Turtle
As Mandy and Michelle cartwheeled across the floor on my
television scret'Jl, I felt another set of Logo project ideas begin
to percolate in my subconscious.

Books about ballet, yoga, and running seemed to jump
out from the shelves. Why not help the children to see the
beauty of disciplined bodily movements through geometric
angles? I tucked the Thomas book into the crook of my arm,
and headed for the cashier.

I dream of helping more children experience mathematics as I do, with all the intimacy of dancing.
-Seymour Papert in Talking Turtle
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Viewing Angle
The bulletin board drew many thoughtful observers. I
had selected 15 of the full-page pictures of Mr. Thomas that
most vividly displayed different body angles, then added
semicircles of white self-adhesive label material to identify
the angles whose size I wanted the onlookers to estimate. I
laminated the pictures, knowing that my students would be
wise enough to use their hands to help them to judge angle
size. I also hWlg up a proll3Ctor, with directions for its use in
measuring angle size. The "answers" were provided under a
flap of paper next to each picture.
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It was exciting to see students and teachers stop in front
of the display and become immersed in the prerentation, often
for long periods of time, and with no knowledge that they were
being watched. The gym teacheJ" asked for similar picb.Jres to
hang in the gymnasium, and I was happy to provide her with
photographs of children in ballet positions. Students voluntarily began collecting and submitting action shots of foolball
starS, wrestling matches, jazz dancers, and acrobats. Some
even brought in cameras to photograph each other on the
balance beam and \Uleven JX)rnllel bars.

1.••

'I•.

'•1····

Logo drawing by Lany Robertshaw, Beaver College, 1984
Winter break is over. Many of you are now settling in to
several months of unintemJpted !l:hool days. The weather is
cold enough in many states to move gym classes inside, and
physical education teachers can now spend some weeks on
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(An earlier version of this article appeared in the
January 1987 issue of Logo Exchange.)

New Angles
Truly, they had discovered a new way to look at their
world Angle estimation conversations around the displays
would often become somewhat heated, and, to the teachers'
delight, would be settled with the ure of a protractor. It was
interesting to watch how this difficult skill was passed on
voluntarily from student to student. Many reacted with
surprise when they realized that it was not as difficult as it had
seemed when they had had to do it in their mathematics books.

Judi Harris works in the Department of Teacher
Education at the University of N~ at Omaha as
an assistant professor of educational technology.
Her teaching, research and service interests include
Logo (of course), developmental sequencing in interactive hypermedia materials design, computermediated educational telecommunications, and the
expressive qualities of children's computer-assisted
artwork.

It was no smprise, then, when the children's Logo work
began to reflect this new area of interest. Some had just
discovered the animation tools on the Terrapin Logo utilities
diskette (SHAPE.EDfD. Others had found out how to w;e pen
color 0 or penernse (PE) to erase simple shapes just drawn to
achieve another type of animation. Still others began exploring text screen animation. Had they been using current
versions of Logo, they could also have achieved animated
effects with turtle shape changes.

BitNet JHarris@unoma1
Internet JHarris@Zeus.unomaha.edu
CompuServe: 75116, 1207

Second International Seminar

Educational Computing
in Latin America

One group of students created pictures of stick figures in
all of the basic ballet positions. Another decided to draw ice
skating moves. A third group, fascinated with sign language,
began a graphic collection of simple signs, soch as "I love
you."

Strategies for the Use of
Computers in Education
April 23-26, 7997

Mexico City, Mexico
Personal Angles
I must confess to having been bitten by the same bug.
Two projects occupied too much of my out-of-school time
during those winter months. One was a "generic gymnast,"
whose body parts were subprocedures with variable inputs
that represented the different joint angles needed to position
her in any dance, yoga, gymnastic, or ice skating pose. The
other was a traditional four-couple square dance in Sprite
Logo from a bini's eye view.

sponsored by
The Ministry of Education of Mexico CSEP)
and
The lntemational Society for Technology
in Education CISTE)
Participants interested in presenting a paper
should submit a one-page abstract by
January 31, 1991 to:

The most energizing aspect of these varied investigations
was their common denominator, a quite powerful idea. Seeing the angles of body position and feeling the geometry of
movement added depth to the way all of us, students and
teachers alike, perceived the world around us. There is a
wonder and a balance to the physical experience of abstract
notions; a bridge to deeper tmdetstanding, no matter what age
the thinker.

Alfonso Ramlrez/CPAR
Av. lPN 360'J
Col. San Pedro Zacatenco
Mexico. 07360. D.F.
Mexico
Tel: (52-5) 5869172
Fax: (52-5) 5866759
BITNET:CPAR@UNAMVM 1

little by little, we are learning how the computer can
make bridges between the mathematical and the
sensual; the abstract and the intimate.
-Seymour Papert in Talldng Turtle

For more information, write:
ISlE. 1787 Agate Street.
Eugene. OR 97403-1923
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ing situations in which children literally construct their
worlds, in which they turn the images created in their minds
into concrete objects--LEGO constructions-which they can
animate, mechanize, and program with Logo.

For the past few years David Bell and I have been
exploring the use of LEGO TC logo. We have used the
materials with children as young as five years and as old as late
teens--or, if you count myself and David. then children well
into their forties, and beyond! This work has been ~inating
and yet frustrating. It is fascinating because of the incredible
work done by some teacheiS and some children. and frustrating because we can't seem to put our finger on the critical
reasons why this only happens with some children and some
teachers. We can say that the teacher is crucial. but we are still
hard pressed to say what exa::tly it is about the teacher that is
! crucial. But all this is getting ahead of my story, and that story
is about a more formal study we completed using children in
grade 5, and the exploratory study that preceded it That is
what I wish to write about this month. Perhaps if you have
been worl<ing with LEGO TC logo you can write me about the
responses your children have had as compued to the teachers
and children with whom David and I worked.

What we wished to find out in our ~h project using
LEGO TC logo materials was just what son of broad reasoning
was developed. and whether or not the conjectures made by
Ocho, Resnick, and others could be confirmed or refuted.
These conjectures were that

LEGO TC logo: A study of children's

learning

1.

LEGO TC logo provides an environment in which
students want to experiment and explore.

2.

Ollldren learn the method of design and invention.
Children readily keep Inventors' Notebooks and make
patent drawings. They see themselves as inventors.

3.

Students find it easier to learn mathematics and
science concepts, and even engineering concepts.

4.

LEGO TC logo environments give rise to unexpected
experts. This is especially true for children with
strong spatial skills.

5.

Children view LEGO TC logo as a type of play, yet
see it as a form of authentic liDrk.

6.

LEGO TC logo is an environment that fosters sharing
and cooperation.

7.

LEGO TC logo is as appealing to males as to females.

by A J. (Sandy) Dawson and David Bell
What is this thing called LEGO TC logo? Let me try to
explain. LEGO has as its root meaning to collect, to pickup,
to put together, and later to speak or say. The LEGO in lEGO
TC logo is the familiar building block toys used so popular
with children, with a few important additions. The LEGO
materials used in this project were the Technic materials,
which include a special computer interface. With this interface, the mechanized objects the children construct, the
worlds they literally build, can be connected to the computer
by an wnbilical cord. Using Logo, children can then program
their motorized constructions.

Specifically, we wished to address the following researchable questions:
A.

Now, "logos" is the verbal nOun of LEGO as well as being
the Greek word behind "reason" and "logic."

Do children using LEGO TC logo
• exhibit science-like behavior?
• exhibit inventor-like behavior?
• view themselves as inventors
scientists?
• learn mathematics and science concepts easily?

and

Hence, if we define reason broadly, we could say that
hwnans are rational because they are able to put the world
together (LEGO) in a certain way, a way that makes sense
(logos) to them. An individual does not have to be able to do
a mathematical proof or consttuct a syllogism in order to be
rational in the broad sense.
In LEGO TC logo, then, we have an environment that
attempts to foster the development of broad reason by provid-

20

B.

Do children play in their lWTk with LEGO TC logo?

C.

Does the use of LEGO TC logo improve the social
interactions within a class?

D.

Do females get as involved as males in using J.F.GO
TC logo?

February 1991
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The Exploratory Study
The exploratory study took place in the fall of 1988 at an
elementary school in a semi-rural area just outside Vancouver, Canada. The school had a population of awroximately
400 children.

-----t,...
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together. The students remained with the same group
throughout.

Description of subjects and classes
There were three classes involved in the exploratory
study: a grade 4-5 split, a grade 5 and a 6-7 split A one-day
training se&9on introducing LEGO TC logo was given to all
of the teachers in the study.

This class was involved for approximately nine weeks.
The first le&'lon was similar to the grade 4-5 split when the
whole class waked on a soapbox decby project After this, an
area w~ set up in the classroom for LEGO TC logo that contained an Apple lle computer, two Technic 0 kits, and two
extra pails of bricks. The students W<Xked in the center, one
group at a time on an irregu1ar schedule. Each group had approximately 1.5 hams per week to worlc with the materials.

The 4-5 split c1M.<i
The 4-5 split class was under the direction of two teachers. The teacher with the major responsibility for the class
(main teacher) was also the computer teacher for the school.
He was very experienced with Logo and had an extensive
backgromtd in its use.

During the final week and a half of the exploratory study,
this class w~ given all of the materials (six Technic 0 kits, six
pails of bricks and four computers) for an intensive session.
The students worked with the materials for five days over the
week and a half. The final day concluded with a show-and-tell
display for their parents.

This class contained 13 boys and 15 girls. None of the
children had prior experience with LEGO TC logo. They were
divided into groups of three to four students. In an attempt to
balance male and female students who would work well
together, these groups were preassigned by the main teacher.
After a slut time, however, the groups became less Slable and
routinely students would move from group to group.

The 6-7 split ~
The 6-7 split class was taught by two teachers. One (main
teacher) was assigned responsibility for the class for three
days per week. The othec (second teacher) taught the remaining two days of the week. After four weeks of the study, the
main teacher went on maternity leave and the second teacher
took over full respons1bility for the class. Neither teacher had
pevious experience with Logo or LEGO TC logo. The main
teacher attended the inlroductory workshop, and the initial
waic with LEGO TC logo in her class was during her three
days per weclc ~ teacher. The second teacher was given a half
day waicshop just prior to the main teacher }('Jiving. The main
teacher also attended this workshop and worked with the
second teacher.

The students were involved in the project for approximalely six weeks. After an initial session in which the whole
class Jmticipated (an introductory soapbox derby day), each
group had access to the materials for approximalely 1.5 hours
per week divided over two to three sessions. The students
worlted with the malerials one group at a lime in an area of the
classroom separated from the rest of the class. During each
group's time with the materials, the remainder of the class did
regular school work.

There were 27 students in this class, 16 boys and 11 girls.
They were divided in groups of four to five. The groups were
selected by the main teacher in order to achieve a balance
between males and females who would work well together.
The students remained with the same group throughout

The classroom was equipped with one Apple lle com-

JXlter (with monochrome monitor and a single disk drive), two
Technic 0 kits and two extra pails of bricks. Owing the
soapbox derby day, the class had six Technic 0 kits for their
use.

Students worked with the materials for approximately

seven weeks. Like the other classes, the first session involved
the whole class, using six Technic 0 kits, on a soopbox derby
project After this an area was set up at the back of the

The grade 5 ~
The grade five class was the only class taught by a single
teacher. She had no prior experience with Logo or LEGO TC
logo. This class contained 19 boys and 12 girls. None of the
children had prior expmenre with LEGO TC logo. They were
divided into groups of approximately four to five students.
The groups were selected by the teachec in order to achieve a
balance between males and females who would work well

classroom where one group at a time could work with the
materials. Each group had access to the materials approximalely 1.5 hams ea:h week. The center w~ equipped with an
Apple lle comJXIter, two Technic 0 kits and two extra prils of
bricks.
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The Data Sources
Data for the exploratory study came from semi-structured
interviews with teachers and students. The interview questions focussed on the research questions identified above.

• there was an increa<:le in the scieoce-like behavior

The grade 4-5 split ~
The main teachec was interviewed at the beginning and
the end of the study. Interviews were conducted with a
random selection of students as the study began. A different
random selection of children was interviewed at the end of the
study.

• there was an increa<:le in the inventor-like behaviCI'
of the students. In her words, the students showed
"lots of imagination and were willing to build until
they figured it out"

of the students. The students were much more
willing to engage in problem solving, testing, and
improvising activities.

Moreover, the students in this ~ saw themselves as acting
like inventors and scientists when engaged in LEGO TC logo
activities.

The teacher observed that
• there was some science-like behavia from a few
of the children.
• that these children would have exhibited this behavior, with or without LEGO TC logo.
• the students tended to copy from others rathcr than
"invent" on their own.
• the students did not act as inventors a scientists,
and the students agreed with this observation.

During their interview, the students demonstrated a
numbex of examples that showed an iocreared understanding
of mathematics and science principles that could be ttaced to
their work with LEGO TC logo. The teacher was less certain
of this and felt that there was a need to more cl~ly define the
fit of 1EGO TC logo to the cmriculum.
The teacher observed that the girls were more hesitant
than the boys at the beginning of the study but this difference
largely disappeared over time. However, there remained a
difference in the types of things the boys and girls made with
LEGO TC logo. The girls did the "concession stands" while
the boys did the "high decision stuff." One girl observed that
"I am not useful with my hands, but I am more useful after

The students however, did express feeling that they
enjoyed LEGO 1C logo more than their traditional science
work. The also saw a connection between working with
I.EGO TC logo and ~ience. The teacher did not observe this.
It was generally observed (by both tea:her and students)
that there was a difference between what the boys and girls did
with LEGO TC logo. The boys built things like machines with
wheels while the girls built houses with lights.

LEGO TC logo."
The teocher had been worlcing on improving group interactions even before LEGO TC logo was introduced into the
ela%roarn. She obsaved that LEGO TC logo seemed to msist
in this improvement One student observed that "since I
started worlcing with LEGO TC logo I have been able to get
along with peq>le a lot better."

The teacher observed that there was a mix in the effect
LEGO TC logo had on group inten~etions. Some groups got
along quite well, though others lmke up. The students were
also mixed on their opinions about waiting in groups. Some
enjoyed it while others didn't

The 6-7 split class
The main teacher was interviewed as the study began.
The 1eaCher who replaced the main teacher was interviewed at
the end of the study. One group of students was randomly
selected to be interviewed early in the study. The same group
was interviewed at the end of the study.

It was obsetved by the research team that this class tended
to perform poorly in group situations. This did not improve
appreciably over the length of the study.
The Grade 5 class
The teacher was interviewed at the beginning and at the
end of the study. One group of students was randomly
selected to be interviewed early in the study. The same group
was interviewed at the end of the study.

Both teachers observed that:
• the students exhibited science-like behavior when
wOOcing with LEGO TC logo. Students engaged in
activities like projecting, experimenting, and
learning from the experiments.

The teacher observed that
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• Inventor-like behavior was not evident in this
clmsroom. The students tended to copy from lhe
wotk of others rather than "invent" new things
themselves.
One of the

~

felt that:

• the students saw themselves as creators but not
scientists. The children did not have an opinion on
this topic.

-----1111--
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expkr.llory study, it w~ decided to use lhe grade five teocher
from the exploratory study and her new class. Some of the
children in this new ~ would be coming from the grade 4/
5 split class used in the explomtory study. Other children
would be emolling in this class from other grade four classes
and from out of the &flool. The composition of lhe class was
as follows: M=male, F=female, E=experienced, N=no experience:
MES
FE7
MN10

• the l.EGO TC logo experience helped lhe children
with the development of math and science concepts.

FN7
The teacher and the reseaxchers discussed how the various 'WOOcing groups should be selected and what composition
each group should have. It was decided the the children
should be p1aced in five groups in soch a way that ~ far ~
possible gender and experience would be ba1anred. The final
COillp(Etion of the groups w~ as follows:

Both of lhe ~ and the students observed that there
was a difference in lhe involvement of boys and girls in I.EGO
TC logo me. The girls were .le&'l sure of themselves and ma-e
reloctant to take chances. One girl, when given the option of

continuing wOOdng wilh lEGO TC logo a opting out, chose
to opt out.

A. 2FE, 2MN, IFN, and 1ME
B. 2FE, 2MN, lFN, and lME
C. lFE, 2MN, 2FN, and 1 ME
D. IFE, 2MN, 2FN, and 1 ME
E. IFE, 2MN, IFN, and lME

l.EGO TC logo was generally seen as having a p<Etive
effect on the social interactions in this clawoom. One 1eOCher
observed that "students did lots of group wak which wouldn't
have happened otherwise." A SUJdent observed 1hat ''we
learned to work together better."

Each station hal an Apple lle computer. Located in a central
location were eight Technic 0 kits, six pails of LEGO bricks,
assorted extra pieces of LEGO( especially wheels plates) and
fifteen motors. The class worked with the materials for six
weeks fa a total of 315 hours per group.

We made the following obselvations based on our experience with this exploratory study:
The grade fours did not seem to ever get involved in the
work. The decision was made to drop dais grade level from lhe
main study.

More computers and more LEGO bricks were needed.
The decision was made to give all the available equipment to
one c:Jms at a time. This also allowed ~ worlcing group to
build projects and to not have to destroy them at the end of the
wotking session.

A variety of data collection techniques were used. All the
children were interviewed befcxe and after the study began.
The teacher was interviewed after the study was over. Students kept notebooks using LogoWriter, and these were
printed and collected The teochec develqled a questionnaire
fer her students and gave the research team a copy of the student responses. The teacher also developed a checklist that
was included wilh the student report cards sent home to parents.

W<Iking groups needed to be defined and p-esented with
engaging tasks in the spirit of Quasi-Piagetian learning noted
by l..eron.

Results
It is interesting to note how the children differed in their
view of things as compared to the teacher.

We decided to teach the use of LogoWriter so that the
computer could be used as the tool for keeping student
notebooks.

For example, the tea:hec did not think that any expertS, let
alone unexpected expects existed in any of lhe groups, yet the
children in three of the five groups felt that their group did
contain an expert. The teacher felt that having experienced

Main Study
The main study lOde place in the same school during lhe
first few months of 1989. Because of the outcomes of lhe

and inexperienced students in the groups didn't make a
difl'emx:.e. The children agreed, but lhey added the comment
that it was fun to help (to teach?) their inexperienced col-
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leagues how to use the materials. And though the tea::her
concluded that the groups were male dominated and that
LEGO wm a 1mle toy, all that the children would say was that
the girls didn't seem particuJarly comfortable building things
with the motors.

Feh"uary 1991

Regarding the WOI'lQplay issue, the tea:her said that the
1EGO TC logo sessions were play that at times was difficult,
implying that when it became difficult it was closer to being
work. She did say that she thought it was prodtx:tive play, and
not frivoJous play. Five of the six gro~ said the LEGO 1C
logo was fun, and at times seemed like w<Xk and at times like
play!

When. asked what !tie thought the children had learned,
the teocrer said she felt that they learned to work coopemtively in gro~. that their planning and publem solving skills
improved, and they tm 1eamed how to ~ the COOlputa". The
children, oo the other hand, fe1t that though they had learned
to coqx:rate more they didn't feel their work in groups had
improved all that much. The children did feel they planned
beuer now, but they had no comment about whether <r not
they felt they were beuer }X'Obbn !l>lvers. They did agree they
knew much more about using the ccmputer. It is interesting
to conjecture as to why the children felt their planning and
aqx-zation skills improved, but that their ability to work in
groups did not, particularly since all the plmming and cc:JqXntion took place in gro~!

In comparing her experience over the two years, the
tea::her felt that the second time around she provided more
sttucture for the children, gave them more challenges and
tasks. and generally pushed them more. The children with
experience from the previous y€3" said that their experience
the second time around was harder, more challenging, but
mae imezesting, and beuer <Xg3Ilized. They said that the existence of mae equipnent was a vast improvement over the
previous Y€3".

As this report goes to press, we will be in the midst of
another study of 1EGO TC logo, but this time the focus is oo
how to integrate 1EGO TC logo into the teoching of language
arts, science, and social studies so that the IEGO TC logo
system becomes part of the materials and approaches to the
teoching and learning of these subjects, rather than being the
object of study itself.

Both the teocher and the children feh that groups of six
children was too large.

A First Course in Programming in •••
Terrapin Logo, LogoWriter, PC Logo
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the LEGO corporation presented Seymour Papert with an
endowed chair at M.LT.

by Glen L. Bull and Gina L. Bull

There are references to use of Logo to control and interact
with the external environment in many of Papert's early
writings. In one suggested experiment, for example, a Logo
program would be used to ba1ance a broom handle pla:ed on
a wagon. Sensors would be used to detect when the broom was
about to topple, and Logo-controlled motors would control
the movement of the wagon to prevent this from happening. In
another experiment, Papert suggests development of a Logo
program to control the motion of a yo-yo. Seemingly simple
experiments with common objects prove surprisingly difficult to implement in prnctice, providing a rich environment for
expl<xation of a wide range of concepts. To our knowledge,
no one has yet used Logo to conduct either of these two
experiments first suggested more than two decades ago.
However, LEGO-Logo comes closer to fulfilling this early
vision of Logo than any other product

In this year's columns, we are discussing pactical multimedia suggestions for Logo. In each colwnn, we are reviewing a different multimedia option that can enhance Logo.
Thus far, suggestions for com}Elion programs and peripherals have included:

• an upgnxle of Logo to the most recent version, so
that you can take advantage of the full graphics
and text capabilities of your computer
• acquisition of a paint program for use as a "graphics editor" of pictures that can then be imported
into Logo
• acquisition of a video digitizer for capture of
"digital photographs" that can be used as graphics
screens in Logo

LEGO TC logo is packaged in a fashion similar to
lbgoWriter. Ew;h pt"Odlx:t is 3CCOil1JElied by a box of instructional materials, projects, and suggested applications. LogoWriter has activity cards. /.EGO 1C logo has two sets of
mar.erials for each project. A JDllphlet shows how the LEGO
bricks and components are assembled on a step-by-step basis.
An accompanying programming booklet describes Logo
programs and octivities that can be develqxxl once the LEGO
components are assembled.

These first three suggestioos are comparatively inexpensive.
Depending on the version of Logo you are using, it may be
possible to upgrade to the most recent version for as little as
$50.00. A good paint program can be obtained for less than
$100.00, and a video digitizer can be acquired for $129.00.

Logo Motors and Sensors
The term "multimedia" refers to the use of several difff'l"ent media in combination. In this colwnn, we are going to
discuss Logo robotics. The combination of a computer with
external levers. gears, motors, pulleys, and sensors certainly
qualifies as a multimedia environment As many Logo Exchange readers know, lEGO 1C logo is a robotics kit that uses
the Logo programming language to control lEGO motors and
sensors. There are two versions of this kit The "official"
product (/.EGO TC logo) distributed by the I.EGO corporation consists of a modified version of LogoWriter and an
accompanying computer card and interface that allow motors
and seruas to be connected to the computer. A variation of
this concept consists of an interface developed by Tmapin
that connects to the Apple game port, and can be used to
control LEGO motors and sensors. The Terrapin product
controls fewer motas and se:nsas at one time than the official
LEGO kit, but is also less expensive.

The assembly inslructions are clear and concise. Over a
period of years, we have worked with several hundred
tea:hers and Sllldents using LEGO TC logo for the first time
in classes and workshops. Many of them, of course, had
previously played with sets of l.EGO bricks. Even those who
with no prior experience seem to encounter little or no difficulty. Mter only a short introduction, most individuals are
also able to follow the directions for creating Logo programs
to control the lEGO devices they have created. We find that
it is a good idea to suggest ooe of the simpler projects, such as
the LEGO traffic light, before tackling a more complex
Jroject such as the lEGO robot turtJe. Often the Jrojects lend
themselves to groups w<Xking in teams. It is a tnbute to the
quality of the accompanying instructional materials that
almost everyone is ultimately successful.
Logo was developed to provide an educational interlace
fa amputers at a time when classroom use of computers was
regarded as unusual. The Logo turtle provided an "object to
think with." Today, however, almost everyone in an aca1emic
enviromnent routinely uses microcomputers. In that context,

/.EGO 1C logo 11m a distinguished heriJage. The names,
diffmng by only one vowel, oound as though they shouki go
together. lEGO TC logo was deveJqled in the MlT. Media
Laborntory. Recently the ties between the lEGO ~
and Logo were strengthened when the Danish headquartels of
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Systems, Inc (LCSI) to pennit LogoWriler to fit into a 64
kilobyte memory ~· As a result, LEGO 1C logo files can
not be SlaOO on cithex a standard OOS 33 or ProOOS Apple
disk. Instead, they must be stored on a specially formatted
LEGO TC logo disk. As Apple ll computers with 128 kilobytes became nuxe pevalent, Version 2 of LogoWriter was
upgraded to function under the standard ProDOS operating
system. However, LEGO TC logo has neva- been updated.

adults do not always immediately see the powel' and educatiooal potential of turtle graphics. In our expaience, a ~ of
adult leanD's left to their own devices may sometimes investigate a few of the LogoWriJer activity cards and then find
other entt"J:JXises with which to occupy themselves. Many
teachers now have the incaTect perception that Logo is only
suitable fa- elementary grades, and sometimes make unfav<rable comparisons with other word processing and graphics
tools that they are aJready using.

LEGO TC logo is also missing some of the standard
LogoWriter coounands. Infonnal discussions with personnel
at both LEGO and LCSI suggest two :reaDlS foc these omissions. One reason may have been simply to save space in ooJer
to make it possibk to add the LEGO 1C logo conunands to the
LogoWriter language. Personnel at LEGO also indicate that
LCSI anitted sane of the LogoWriter corrunands because of
a coocem that teachers who purchased LEGO 1C logo woold
not Jllll"Clme LogoWriter as well. Whatever the remons, these
anissions highlight an area in whi;h IEGO TC logo could be
enhanced.

When LEGO-Logo is introduced. it is sometimes difficult to get the class to leave at the end of the period. The
inherent interest in LEGO-Logo is motivating, and studenlS
frequently go beyond the minimal requiremenlS of the assignment This activity immediately dispels the inaccurate medimensional perception of Logo, and can provide a useful
mdge to other aspects of Logo. R>r this reason, LE~Logo
can be one of the best possible introductions to Logo for
adults. Often we will provide an initial class on turtle
graphics, and then introduce LE~Logo in the second session.

The non-standard disk format makes it cmnbersome to
imJXIl external pictures created with paint programs or captured with digitizers into LEGO 1C logo. It also means that
students must carry two types of disks--one fa- lEGO 1C
logo programs, and another f<r regular Awle files. Failure
to mode all of the LogoWriler oommands in lEGO TC logo
means that students cannot easily combine many of their
regular LogoWriJer programs with LEGO TC logo activities.

Aside from ilS intrinsic appeal, the marriage of LEGO
and Logo has a great deal to recanmend it The world of
computers tends to operate in a binary fashion. Either the
syntax of a pogramming instroction is carect, oc it is not In
contrast, the malog wald of LEGO pans is chanK:terized by
successive degrees of correctness. A LEGO pulley may be in
the carect position, but can need a slight nudge so that it 1ums
wittwt binding. In this analog wOOd children can Jean the
imJXItant skills of tinkering, problem solving through succes-

LogoWriler was upgraded to ProOOS years ago. The
LEGO copomtion should enhaJxe an already excellent Jl'Oduct by upgrading it to the same standard The ability to share
the same disk used f<r stmage of other Apple files is a long
overdue improvement

sive approximation, and hands-on experimentation.
In the not too distant past, a generation of Americans
learned about tinkering through experimentation with vacuum-tube radios and backyard autanotive repairs by "shadetree" mechanics. Today's radios have surface-mount integrated circuits, and pollution equipment on car engines makes
a tune-up a job for a trained mechanic with specialized
equipment LEGO-Logo provides a an environment for
tinkering. Anolher appealing aspect of LEGO-Logo is that it
appears to be equally appealing to children regardless of
gender. Certain OOK:iplines, particularly in engineering, have
been dominated by males. Expoiea:es with a LEGO-Logo
environment can allow all children to learn the appeal of
designing and constructing a machine fran start to finish.

Inclusion of the omitted LogoWriter commands is a
separate matter. The concern that LEGO TC logo could
displace LogoWriter sales is a kgitimate issue. On the other
hand, there are posstble ways to provide consumers with an
unaippled version of LEGO TC logo w~ protecting legitimate ecorunic concerns. F<r example, LEGO TC logo kilS
could be ptCked with a ceztificate which would allow those
}X)SsesSing a legitimate LogoWriter license to redeem it fa- a
version of LogoWriler with LEGO TC logo extensions.
Unless a solution to the cmrent limitations are identified,
users face the JXOSPeCt of a TWJ111J-1111!.dia environment I3lher
than a multimedia enviromnenL In this mono-media envirmment, a separate specialized version of Logo would be required f<r ea:h medium--ale f<r use with LEGO 1C logo, a

LEGO TC logo Enhancements
LEGO TC logo is a modification of the first version of
LogoWriter. This version of LogoWriter was developed f<r a
non-standard operating system designed by Logo Computer
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secood for wonl processing and language applicalions, a third
f<r control of videodisc players, and other periphezals.
Programs such as HyperCard provide one possible modcl
for multimedia extensions. Many different vendors sell
extensions to HyperCard that enhance its I3llge of caplbilities. This permits a single version of HyperCard 10 be used
f<r a variety of hypermedia applX:ations: cootrol of videodil!c
players, CO-music discs, telecommunications, graphics applications, and so forth. It would greatly benefit users if a
similar appmch could adqJted for Logo. Logo was one of the
first widely used extensible programming languages. This extensibility pmnitt.ed user-defined procedures to be used as
though they were built-in coounands. Provision for addition
of commands developed for different multimedia extensions
would easily fall within the tradition and heritage of the
language.

Volmne 9 Number 5

tory, there are seldom all the pieces that might be wanted for
a project Some lEGO pieces such as motors and cextain
types of gt3S are usually in particularly high demand One
innovative teacher made use of the relaJ:ive rarity of cextain
lEGO pieces in a project COOlbining engineering, economics,
and social studies. Teams of students were required to bid on
different construction projects. Eoch team was given the same
budget; rnrer lEGO pieces were JXiced ~gly. Students
were allowed to use electronic spreadsheets to develop their
bids. The effect of econOOlics on engineering and coostruction techniques was then the topic of discussion in a social
studies unit This type of multimedia, multidisciplinary
project typifies the use of technology to enhance existing
cwriculum objectives.
The Third Dimension

Hypertext applicalions give a third dimension to written
mat.t2'ials. LEGO/Logo allows use of a third dimension for
expeximents that previously took place with a tmtle on a twodimensional mooila'. Papert envisioned this type of threedimensional expeximentation over 2D years ago when he conceived the first robotic tmtles. Perbaps the developer of LEGO
envisioned some means of allowing LEGO machines to be
programmed by their young inveniDrS. The alliaoce of LEGO
and Logo carries both beyond their initial boundaries.

Innovative LEGO TC logo Projects
If two geographically separate sites possess LEGO TC
logo, it can easily be the focus of a telecomputing project One
project of this kind involved students at Mmray High School
in the Albm1arle School System in Virginia, and students at
School 57 in Mo!row. Sylvia Weir canied a lEGO TC logo
kit dooated by T001 Lough of the U.S. branch of lEGO 10
Moscow on a trip 10 Russia.

Infonnation about I.EGO TC logo can be obtained
from LCSI: 1-800-321-5646 or from LEGO Systems, Inc., 1-800-527-8339.

Despite concerns about whether cus10ms officials on
both sides might look askance at importation of this specialized electtooic equipment, the kit was safely delivered. The
two classes communicated with one another via the San
Francisco-Mo!IX>W teleport. Students at one site developed
desaiptions of consttuction projects that the other class attempted to replicate. Later the Albemarle County teacher,
Becky Fisher, was able to visit hex Russian friends.

Information about the Terrapin LEGO kit can be
obtained by calling Terrapin at 2-7-878-8200

Glen and Gina Bull
Curry School of Educatioo
Ruffner Hall
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903

On a mla1ler geographic scale, simiJar projects are under
way in olher Virginia schools. Rr example, Mano Talliaver,
at the Scieoce and Mal:hematics Center in RX:hmond, and TOOl
Magan, directa of the Central Virginia Govenxr's school in
Lynchburg, are developing plans to permit teachers and
cJa&c!es in thcir respective areas to internet oo joint 1EGO TC
logo projects using Virginia's public school telecomputing
network as the vehicle for communication. Coordinating
eff<rts of young engineers at different geographic sites adds
an entirely new dimensioo to soch projects. However, it is
useful preparation foc the globally interconnected waid of the
21st cenlllry.

BITNET addresses:
Glen: GBUli.@ VIRGINIA. Gina: GINA@ VIRGINIA.

There are other innovative ways in which teachers have
condtx:ted LEGO-Logo projects. Except at the LEGO fac-
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Date, Thne,
Palette, and Diskspace:

Four New Primitives
for LogoWriter
on the ffiMIPC

would pint
TODAY' S DATE

LABEL

wgoWriter W$ designed to worlc in a similar marmer m
several brands of microcomputers. Primitives that are easy to

INT

+ 6
END
TO

.TIME :HOURS :MINUTES :SECONDS
"HOURS INT :HOURS I 256
IF :HOURS < 10 [MAKE "HOURS "OORD "0
:HOURS]
IFELSE :HOURS < 12 [MAKE "HOURS WORD
:HOURS "am]
[MAKE "HOURS WORD
:HOURS "pn]
MAKE "MINUTES REMAINDER
:MINUTES 256
IF :MINUTES < 10 [MAKE "MINUTES WORD
"0 :MINurES]
MAKE "SECONDS INT :SECONDS I 256
IF :SECONDS < 10 [MAKE "SECONDS WORD
"0 :SECONDS]
OUTPur
(WORD BurLAST BurLAST
:HOURS
" • :MINUTES " : :SECONDS LAST
BUTLAST :HOURS LAST :HOURS)
END

MAKE

(.EXAMINE

( • REGS + 6)) I 25 6 [January February March April May June July
August September October November
December] WORD REMAINDER ( • EXAMINE
(.REGS + 6)) 256 ", .EXAMINE .REGS
+ 4)
END

To pint the current time, use the command shown below:

To pint the cmrent date, use the command shown below:
PRINT

the

PRINT

DATE

27,

12:51:33am

1989

the command:

the command:
(PRINT

[TODAY' S

TIME

the output would be the time, such as:

ouqm would be a date such as:

August

11264

OUTPur • TIME .EXAMINE .REGS + 4
• EXAMINE . REGS + 4 • EXAMINE • REGS

10752
ITEM:

1989

DATE

TO TIME
.DEPOSIT .REGS
• INTERRUPT 33

The frrst procedure reports the date cmrently in the
computer's memory (the date is normally set during the
process of turning on the computer). This procedure, given
below, can be used by children to include the date in their
program outpul

(SENTENCE

27,

The second procedure, called TIME, reports the time
cmrendy in the canputer's memory (the time is nonnally set
during the process of tmning on the computer). TIME calls
the pocedure .TIME which does the majority of the processing.

implement on one mochine are sometimes omitted on other
machines because of hardware differeoces. This article JRSents four useful procedures that enhance the ffiM/PC version
of l.LJgoWriter. The four procedures are: (a) DA1E, (b) TIME,
(c) PALETIE, and (d) DISKSPACE. These procedures
report the cmrent date, report the current time, change the
color plleUe oo a Color Graphics Adapta (CGA), and report
the nwnlx7 of free bytes oo a disk. They make use of the
primitives .DEPOSIT, .EXAMINE, .INTERRUPT, and
.REGS, and call the qJemting system intmupts 33 (21h) and
16 (l<Jl) of MS-OOS, therefme, they will only worlc oo the
ffiM/PC version of LogoWriler.

OUTPur

August

To include the date ooto a graphics screen, position the
tmtle to the desired location, then use the command:

by Charles E. Crume

TO DATE
.DEPOSIT .REGS
• INTERRUPT 33

IS:

DATE

IS:]

(PRINT

DATE)

28
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would pint:
THE

CURRENT

IF
TIME

IS:

12:51: 33am

(.EXAMINE .REGS) = 65535 [ (TYPE
[DRIVE] :DRIVE [IS INVALID OR NOT
READY IN DISKSPACE])
STOPALL]

OUTPUT
INE

The third procedure changes the color pllette on an mM
CGA. The CGA has limited color capability (three foreground p1us background) in its 320x200 pixel mode (whereas
the EGA has 15 colors plus background. and the VGA even

Volwne 9 Nwnber 5

( • EXAMINE
• REGS) *

• REGS

+

( .EXAMINE

2)

* ( .EXAM-

.REGS

+

4)

END

To detennine how many bytes are available on the A disk
drive, use the command:

more). When LogoWriter on a CGA starts, it defaults to the
color palette of white, magenta. and cyan. There is anothex
pllette comprised of the colors <range (sometimes yellow or
brown depending on the equipment), red, and green. Unfortunately, LogoWriter does not provide a primitive to switch
between the two palettes. To switch between the two pl1ettes
the following procedure, called PALETIE, can be used. The
procedure requires a single input - the number of the color
plleue to be used. The value zero is for while/magenta/cyan
and the value one is for the orange/red/green pllette. The
procedure is error trapped to ensure a valid number is supplied.

PRINT

DISKSPACE

"A

the result will be a decimal number such as:
131072

The DISKSPACE procedure is more appropriately used in a
conditional statement to determine whethex enough space is
available for disk operations such as saving text files. An
example would be:
IFELSE (DISKSPACE "A) > 10000
[SAVETEXT "MYTEXT]
[PRINT
[THERE
IS NOT ENOUGH ROCM ON THE DISK] ]

TO PALETTE :X
IF NOT OR :X = 0 :X = 1 [(TYPE [PALETTE DOES NOT LIKE] :X [AS INPUT]
CHAR 13)
STOPALL]
.DEPOSIT .REGS 2816
.DEPOSIT .REGS + 2 256 + :X
• INTERRUPT 16

If there were more than 10,(XX) bytes of space available, the
above Slatement would save the contents of the text &:reen in
the file MYIEXT. If there were not 10,000 bytes of disk
space, a message indicating such would be displayed.

END
The final procedure, DISKSPACE, reports the nwnber of
free bytes on the specified disk. The procedure requires a
single input - the letter of the disk drive to be reported The
procedure is error ti3pped to ensure a letter between "A" and
''Z' has been supplied (upper or lower case is OK). The
JrOCedure also error traps non-existent drives and drives that
are not realy (door open, no disk inserted, etc.).

Charles E. Cnnne
Factorum Software
P. 0. Box 8874
Reno, Nevada 89507

TO DISKSPACE :DRIVE
IF AND (ASCII :DRIVE) > 96 (ASCII
:DRIVE) < 123 [MAKE "DRIVE CHAR
(ASCII :DRIVE) - 32]
IF NOT AND (ASCII :DRIVE) > 64 (ASCII
:DRIVE) < 90 [ (TYPE [DISKSPACE
DOES NOT LIKE]
:DRIVE [AS INPUT]
CHAR 13)
STOPALL]
.DEPOSIT .REGS 13824
.DEPOSIT . REGS + 6 (ASCII :DRIVE) 64
.INTERRUPT 33
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TO UP

But Can I Shoot Down Aliens
with It?
An Assembly Language
Enhancement for Logo

END

.CALL

TO

-----IIDI--~

Febuary 1991

39680

DOWN

.CALL

39694

END
TO PHASOR
REPEAT 8 [UP
END

by Ron Hackett
As a devout Logo fanal:ic, I am very familiar with the
many powerful (and fun) featmes of Logo and LogoWriter.
However, whenevtt a student ~ ''But can I shoot down
aliens with it?", I had to admit that Logo's TONE command
was oot quite up to the task. No self-~ting alien could be
fazed by a simp1e BEEP <r two! Ck-miy, what is needed is a
PHASOR command. After several frustrating attempts to
pudoce a suirable sound using TONE with variable inputs, I
realized that the ooly acceptable solution would be to write a
shon assembly language program and to access it with
LogoWriter's .CAlL command.

DOWN]

How the Program Works:

LogoWriler leaves a small section of free memory in
n canpum begiming at decimal location 39680. The
AL list is a decimal translation of two short assembly language
routines, ooe ftr the UP sound and ooe ftr DOWN. INSTAll.
is a simple recursive }XOCedure that actually DEPOSITS the
code into memay, starting at location 39680. UP and DOWN
.CALL the assembly language routines that produce their
respective sounds, and PHASOR is just a repeated sequence
of the two. The complete assembly code is presented at the
end of this article for in~ ~bly language programmers.
Apple

A&<!embly language may be a tq>ic that arouses ft'M (ex
indifference) in the hearts of many Logo USt'I'S, but you doo't
have to figme out how the assembly Janguage portion of the
pugram waks in order to effectively defend yourself against
the Alien Invaders. Carefully type the following procedures
onto a LogoWriler ~ and tim type INSTAI.LPHASOR in
the Command Center. When the cursor returns, try UP,
DOWN, and PHASOR f<r sane exciting new Logo sounds!
You can a&> experiment with your own procedures combining var.i:lus sequeoces of UP axl DOWN to pudure new and
improved alanns, sirens, and phasors.

That's an there is to it! INSTAIL.PHASOR. ~ a
useful and fun addition to LogoWriter's sound capabilities.
Of course, you can automate the~ by using STARTUP,
and you can make your new sounds available on evoy ptge on
the scrapbodc disk by setting them up as TOOLS. Aoother
pnWbility is to .BSAVE the l~S.!mlbly language code once as
a binary file on the saapbook disk, then .BLOAD it in a
STARTUP page. However, it actually takes LogoWriter
longer to .BLOAD the file than it <Des to install it directly into
memory, so I opted for the INSTAIL.PHASOR ~-

PHASOR Program Listing for Apple LogoWriter
Version 2.0:

PHASOR is only ooe possibility f<r sound enhancements
to Logo. Small ~bly language routines could also pro-

TO

vide warbling sirens, gun shots, whistles, and many other
interesting !l>mxl effects. The ooly 1imitalions are the imagination of the programmer and the amount of free memay in
the AJyle computer!

INSTALL.PHASOR

MAKE "AL [162 0 173 48 192 138 168
136 208 253 202 208 245 96 162 0
173 48 192 138 168 136 208 253 232
208 245 96 ]
INSTALL 39680 :AL

Changes For Other Versions of Logo:
The program will also wmc with Apple Logo D, LCSI
Logo H and Terrapin Logo. Just make the apJX'OJI'ial:e modifications as listed below. I don't have access to Logo PWS,
but I assmne it would wak there as well. You would need to
know where !Dile free memory spa:e is kx:ated and modify
the code accordingly. The required modifications would also
be relatively simple for Commodore Logo and LogoWriter,

END
TO INSTALL :HERE :CODE
IF EMPTY? :CODE [STOP]
.DEPOSIT :HERE FIRST :CODE
INSTALL :HERE + 1 BUTFIRST
END

:CODE
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9Bl5 88
9Bl6 DO

because Commodore machines use the same assembly lan-

guage as the Apple ll series. IBM Logo, however, would
require entirely different assembly language code. It would be
a great poject fer a Logo user who is also experienced in IBM
assembly language. (Is anyone out there?)

3
4

9Bl9 DO
9B1B 60

9B05 8A
9B06 AS
9B07 88
9B08 DO

FD

co

UP
LOOP I

LOOP2
BNE LOOP2

9BOA CA
9BOB DO

FS

BNE LOOPI
RTS

9Bl3 8A
9Bl4 A8

()()

30

co

DOWN
LOOP3

LOX
LOA

l...tqJ

RTS

until finished.
Relum to
Logo.

lis, IN: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
Gilder, J. (1985). Now that you know Apple assembly
language:What can you do with it? Brooklyn, NY:
DataCraft, Inc.

Ron Hackett is a Microcomputrr Specialist with the
Special Education Division of BOCES 2, which
serves students and school districts in central Suffolk
County, Long Island, New York. In this position, he
is extensively involved in staff training and spreading the Logo and lEGO/Logo wad He also teaches
graduate courses in Logo programming for educators at the State Univmity of New Yak at Stony
Brook and Dowling Co~ in Oakdale, New Y<Xk.
A confinned hardware and software hacker at heart.
Ron is also co-p-esident of R & D Miausystems, a
small independent company specializing in microcomputer peripherals and software fer education and
fun.

Ron ffid.ett, PhD
105 Whittier Place
Port Jeffersm, NY 11m

#$00 Swoop up.
$C030 Toggle the
speaker.

TXA
TAY
DEY

DEX

9BOD 60
9BOE A2
9BIO AD

LOX
LOA

BNE LOOP3

De Jong, M (1982). Apple H assembly language. Indianapo-

Assembly Language Code:
30

FS

Foc stout-hearted Logo users who would like to venture
into the fascinating and powerful world of Apple assembly
language, the following books provide a good introduction:

In INSTAI..L.PHASOR, retype the last line as
INSTAll. 39328 :AL
In INSTAll., retype the IF statement as IF EMPTY?
:CODE TiffiN SIDP
In UP, retype the line as .CAlL 39328 0
In OOWN, retype the line as .CAlL 39342 0

()()

Lower the

Expand Your Horizons!

.DEPOSIT 768 45
b retype the 1mt line as INSTAll. 23552 :AL
In INSTAll., change EMPTY? to EMPIYP
In UP, retype the line as .CAll. 23552
In OOWN, retype the line as .CAlL 23566

9BOO A2
9B02 AD

0u1ptn me

pitch.

Terrapin Logo:

2

DEY

INX

9Bl8 E8

LCSI Logo ll:
1
In INSTAl.L.PHASOR,
a add the following line after the MAKE statement
DEPOSIT 0 768 45
b retype the 1mt line as INSTAll. 23552 :AL
2
In INSTAlL,
a change EMPTY? to EMP1YP
b retype the DEPOSIT line as DEPOSIT 0 :HERE
FIRST :CODE
3
In UP, retype the line as .CAll. 0 23552
4
In DOWN, retype the line as .CAll. 0 23566

1

LOOP4
BNE LOOP4

pitch.

Apple Logo n:
1
In INSTAl.L.PHASOR,
a add the following line after the MAKE saatement

2
3
4

FD
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Output me
pitch.
Raise the
pitch.
l...tqJ until
finished.
Relum to
Logo.
#$()() Swoop down.
$C030 Toggle the
speaker.

TXA
TAY
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Stoppers and Movers
What do you do when you are programming and it is not
clear what to do next? Shoukl you :rroceed by trial and error,
try to break the problem down, or something else? Many
students consistently do what is simplest They quit They
disengage from the task whenever trouble occms. These are
the ~ Stowers appear to abandon any and all hope of
solving the pubJem on their own. Fa example (Pelkins, et al.,

Strategies for Learning Logo
by Douglas H. Clements
"Jolmny can do anything, but Ralph just can't seem
to get the hang of it"

Does that sound familiar? In most classrooms, some
students learn Logo programming much better than others.
Why?

p.42):
Student

I'm stock.

Observer:

What do you think the publem is?

Student

I don't know how to program it

Observer:

What ideas do you know?

ity.

Student

I don't know.

Still. such remons do not go very far in explaining what
successful learners th that helps them learn. One group of
researcht-zs suggested that students bring different patterns of
learning to the programming context (Perkins, Hancock,
Hobbs, Martin, & Simmons, 1986). They observed highschool and intermediate-grade students learning programming. They found that the way students managed their
programming 1asks had a great impact on their su~ in both
solving lhe pnbJem and learning. The results of their small
studies are tentative, but interesting.

Stoppers become frustrated every time they make a
mislake a eocounter a pubJem. They don't keep close tnd
of what their programs do as they write them. They often
repair buggy pngrams by making haphazard changes. They
have difficulty breaking problems down into parts.

Certainly, there are many~ Most students receive
limited amounts of instruction. They have different backgrounds of exposure to computers. Many teachers of programming are new to lhe enteql:ise. Further, we are just now
learning how to teoch this complicated and challenging abil-

Why does this pttttm emerge? Feelings may have a lot
are most likely to feel unsure of what
they are doing. They doubt their control over the activity. So,
the activity may be a threat to their self-esteem. Making
rna11m wase, stqJpers have a distinct attilllde toward making
mistakes. They see mistakes as measures of their worth. They
do not believe, as Dlle of !heir peers do, that mistakes are part
of programming and of learning (see Papert, 1980). Such
strong feelings exacerbate stoppers' unfavorable patterns of
learning.
to do wi1h it Novices

A Non-Trivial Pursuit
Before discussing students' learning patterns, the researchers emphasize that the activity of programming is
surprisingly difficult. Even seemingly "simple" problems
demand that students invent new ways to use the commands
of the language. The goal is to teach students to solve programming ]YOblems that are more than trivially different from
programs they have already seen. So, we are expecting far
transfer of learning, which is notaiously difficult to achieve.

Many stoppers disengage so completely lhat they learn
little. The researchers found, however, that many times
stoppers needed only a small amount of encouragement to
complete a task. Rr example, Tom insisted he did not know
what he was doing. He frequently quit when faced with any
bug. With one simple prompt from an observer, however,
Tom JXqxlSed an idea about an ('1'I'OC message and tried it out
~y. With encouragement and instruction, students
might learn not to give up too easily.

For example, the researchers asked students to write a
program that would draw three identical rectangles in a stdc,
with Dlle spoce in between. Beverly wrote the code fa one.
The researcher mked how she could use it to create the other
two. She mn the procedure several times, moving the turtle to
place it in different locations. "Can I put this into a procedure?" she asked, referring to the three repetitions she had
puduced. This was the goal. of course. Bevo-ly, howevt7,
had nevt7 wriUen embedded procedures, ncr had she ever seen
one! So, she was being quile creative. The difficulty is that
lhe rood to programming is replete with pitfalls. Successful
students must both a:t creatively and avoid the pitfalls. What
are Dlle of

~

What about movers? These students try one idea after
anot:her, writing a revising their pugram and testing it, nevt7
stowing long enough to appear stuck. Movers may do wellthey are at least trying something-but extreme movers move
too fast, without reflection. They go around in circles, often
repearedly ttying app:oaches that they have already fomxl did
not wak Soch movas are also disengaging from the prob-

pitfalls?
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lem. Instead of drinking hard about a bug and the reasoos
behind it, they quickly move on and make yet ailOtlrr change.

cessful eff<rts to fix the bug by rearranging the order of the
procedures in the REPEAT list.

The Untapped ·Power of Close Tracking
A critical process in computer JX"(>gramming is ''running
the program in your head." Called "hand tracing," or close
tracking, this process is useful for ferreting out bugs both
bef<Xe and after rurming a program. Tracking demands that
one takes the perspective of the computer. In addition, it
demands knowledge of the language's primitives, flow of
conttol, and how these affect the state of the system (e.g., the
position and orientation of the turtle).

Tmkering, used mostly by movers. is potentially useful.
It is nab.Jral and productive for some children at a certain
developmental stage (Noss, 1984; Papert, Watt, diSessa, &
Weir, 1979). Effective tinkering, however, depends on close
tracking, and movers often do not track. Further, even if
tinkering meves the students' goal of JXOducing a drawing,
the hapha7Nd approach usually does not achieve the greater
goals of reflection and learning. Fwther, the resulting program may be more patchwork than planned (structured).

In contmst to its imJX)rtaoce, students do not use 1r.dcing
moch. Accading to the reseaiclJrzs, avoidance of 1r.dcing is
akin to the tendency not to check work on mathematical
problems. Most seem not to recognize its usefulness in either
situation. The avoidance may also stem from a lack of
confidence based on the belief that "you can never be sure
about what the computer will do." In addition, it may resuh
from a faulty understanding of how the programming language worlcs. As reported in previous columns, many students hold miscot'x:eptions soch ~. '1f a square procedure has
FD 90 RT 90, a smalkr square would be FD 30 RT 30."

The Necessity

or Breaking Problems Down
Also critical is the ability to OO!ak: a problem into manageable pieces. Too often, however, children engage in immediate-mode tinkering that is more like video game maneuvering
than programming. Children often continue by writing one
long procedure from that code, complete with all the false
moves. backups, and ernsures of the original. This requires
mere stamina, not higher-order thinking.
As with tracking, children frequently do not recognize
that lxeaking the problem down will help. Even if they try to
use this strategy, they may not be able to recognize suitable
chtmks. They often use visual rather than analytic strategies
(see December/January's column, "Strategies for Solving
Turtle Geometry Problems"). Decomposition is yet more
difficult because students often Jack Logo programming
templates (also described in previous columns). Even more
difficult is decomposing in the middle of coding, instead of
planning in advance. For instance, Rodney began wOiking on
the three rectangles problem by writing a RECTANGLE
procedure that drew a rectangle and moved the tmtle to the top
of the screen. Naturally, he found it difficult to use this
JXOCedure to make the other two rectangles. His debugging
was further plagued by trouble stemming from the arbiter way
he had decomposed the problem originally.

Finally, as in proofreading their compositions, people
overlook errors when reading their computer code because
they project their expectations onto the code. This is merely
another way to say that they do not take the perspective of the
canpltel'. (Recall the "supt'lbug" of believing that there is a
hidden mind somewhere in the language that has intelligent,
inteql'etive powers; see the Feburay 1989 column, '7o Err is
Hmnan.•.To Debug, Divine.'') R>r example, one student ~
asked to cla;e-lraCk a rectangle pucedure. He ~ unable to
maintain the COO'eSpOOdence between the code and the features of his drawing. He would start out tracking precisely but,
as time when by, he drifted axl began lmJIIling that the oode
was going to do what he expected it to do.
The Dangers of Tinkering
The researchers also observed a lot of "tinkering"writing some code and then repeatedly making small changes
in an attempt to get it to work. Fa' example, Donald was
attempting to !l>lve the three rectangles problem. He wrote a
line of code using two procedures he hal defmed previously.
REPEAT

3

[REC M:>VE

REC M:>VE

Suggestions for Teaching
The researchers offer several teaching suggestions.
Some are simple, but make sense. For example, we should
<ful:uss and emphasize the value of certain practices such as
being a thoughtful mover ratltel" than a stopper, close tra:king,
aiXl planning ahead of time to break a }XObkm down in useful
ways.

REC MOVE]

Of comse, we should also help students carry out such
saategies. T~g a mental model of the computer-that is,
the computer as a glass box, not a black box-is helpful
(Mayer, 1979, provides suggestions, which will be reviewed

This p:odw:d nine rectangles. Instead of thinking about the
im1ruc::tim and how REPEAT works, Dmald msumed that his
code needed SOOle min<r change. He made repeated unsuc-
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Douglas R Clements is an ~ pofes.u at the
State University of New Yak at Buffalo. He has
studied the use of Logo environments in developing
children's creative, mathematics, metacognitive,
problem-solving, and social abilities. Through a
National Scieoce Foundalion grant, he has co-developed a K-6 elementary geometry curriculum, Logo
Geometry (published by Silver, Burdett, & Ginn).
His most recent book, Computers in Elementary
Mathematics Education, emphasizing Logo, was
published by Prentice-Hall in 1989.

in a future column). The dangers of tinkering could be
~ and planning strategies such as those suggested in
the two j:l'eVious columns offered as alternatives. A possible
side benefit of such teaching is that students will use these new
learning strategies in other areas.

Strategies: Final Words
Of course, there are many other ways in which children
vary (Watt, 1979). The dichotomies p-esented in the last few
columns (e.g., bottom-up vs. top-down, visual vs. analytic,
stoppers vs. movers) are but initial attempts to make sense of
children's strategies. Nevertheless, awareness of the various
sttategies can serve as a framework for figuring out how
children are thinking, an important first step in guiding that
thinking.

Douglas H. Clements
State University of New Yaic at Buffalo
Department of Learning and Instruction
593 Baldy Hall, Buffalo, NY 14260
CIS: 76136,2027 BITNET: INSDHC@UBVMS
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a culture rich in resources for building intellectual structures
might be able to engage in activities involving abstract or
formal thinking at ages younger than would be expected from
Piagetian theory is supported, in the case of recursion, by this
Australian study.

rize four recent Logo studies. From the island continent of
Australia, 1D New Zealand, 1D Tasmania, and fmally 1D my

home is1and of St 11lornm in the Caribbean, a brief description and summary of each study will be given along with an
address where more details can be obtained.

A New Zealand study conducted by Kwok-Wing Lai of
the University of Otago documents a computer based learning
environment using LEGO construction elements and the
Logo programming language to foster the development of
problem solving of young learners. Twenty-four students
(aged 10 to 11) participated in this study for eight 90-minute
sessions. The cognitive and metacognitive outcomes, the
animdes of the participants towards this IEGO-Logo learning
environment, and gender differences were reported.

Frequent LX contributor Anne McDougall recently
completed a study in Australia that investigated Papert's conjecture that children in a computer-rich learning environment
using Logo might be able to engage in activities involving
abstract or famal thinking at ages coosidelably younger than
would be expected from Piagelian theory. Hcr study reported
the development of understanding and use of recursion, a
topic usually considered difficult for tmdergraduate computer
science students, in children of primary school age.

The LEGO-Logo learning environment investigated in
Recursion was inttoduced to two children (ages six and
nine) using examples of self-reference, repetition with variation, and nesting of levels in pictures and stories. Both
children were able to recognize and generate examples of
features of recursion in pictures, stories, and everyday situations, although they found it difficult to define or talk in
general terms about recursion. The older child, working at
first with the resrmcher and later with a school friend, developed Logo programming skills, including confident use of
controlled embedded recursion.

this study was highly motivational to young learners. Both

These children, in an environment rich in opportunities
for learning about recursioo, were able to undexstand and use
this abstract idea when me of them v.a<> as young as six years
of age. At age nine the elder child was able to read with
understanding Logo procedures using embedded recursion,
and 10 preJme with help a procedme containing tail recursion.
At age 11 she and a school friend together operated as
competent and generally independent Jrt>grammers with full
recursion in Logo. Thus Papert's coojecture that children in

J.S. and LL. James of the Tasmanian State Institute of
Technology recently completed a three year study using 74
grade 5 and 6 subjects. Children were identified by learning
style, and were administ:eced IEGO and Logo octivities. The
study investigated using these activities to cater for learning
style preferences. The results of the statistical analysis do not
support the contention that we can identify teaching methods
~ around LEGO-Logo activities that effectively cater for
preferred learning styles, promoting improvement in reason-

girls and boys were enthusiastic about the project, and no
gender difference was observed The environment was stimulating because the participants were able to control their
learning process, and the concreteness of the problem tasks
enabled them to relate to what they had encountered before.
Results were also clear that this learning environment was
cond.ocive to acquisition of knowledge in control technology
and skills in problem solving. It am promoted metacognitive
awareness.
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ing, and spatial relations test perfonnance. The results of this
sUJdy tend to encourage the researchers to recommend a
mixed-activities approach as one that offers variety and flexibility. Perhaps double open-ended activities can be developed that allow learners to solve problems using both sequential and holistic approaches to problem solving.
Lennox Douglas of St Kitts/Nevis recently completed a
study at the University of the Virgin Islands that once again
compared Pdscal. BASIC, and Logo. Three classes of 11th
and 12th graders were eoch given one semester of computer
applications. In the second semester, the classes split into
BASIC, Pascal, and Logo programming. In brief, Douglas
fowxl that sb.ldents' attitudes toward both learning and computers were unaffected by the language used. However, when
tested on a standardized test of computer knowledge (including programming constructs and algorithms), the Pascal and
Logo groups significantly outpoformed the BASIC class.
Any IX reader interested in more detailed information
coocerning these studies should contact the rest3'dlers at the
following addresses.
Anne McDougall
Faculty of Education
Monash University
Clayton, Victoria, 3168, Australia

As the 90s pull us further into the technology age,
it's becoming increasingly difficult to assess your
school's ongoing computer needs. ISTE's Evaluating
Computer Integration in the Elementary School: A
Step by Step Guide equips you to understand the

Kwok-Wing Lai
Department of Education
University of Otago
P.O. Box 56
Dunedin, New Zealand

present and plan for the future.
Five main chapters pilot you through your evaluation;
1. An overview of computer education and program
evaluation,
2. Planning the Evaluation.
3. Collecting the Information,
4. Interpreting the Information, and
5. Reporting the results.

J.S. James
School of Education
Tasmanian State Institute of Technology
Tasmania, Australia

Evaluating Computer Integration in the Elementary School: A Step by Step Guide is designed for

Lennox Douglas
Computer Science
University of the Virgin Islands
St Thomas, VI ro«>2, U.SA

evaluation of computer use integrated into standard
curricular areas rather than individual computer
courses. $15.00 plus $3.25. Contact. ISTE, 1787
Agate St., Eugene. OR 97403-1923; ph. 503/3464414.
Anchor your schools computer integration program,
with Evaluating Computer Integration in the
Elementary School: A Step by Step Guide and sail
smoothly through the 90's.
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Look at our Logo list!

Introduction to Programming in Logo Using LogoWriter ....... $18.95
Introduction to Programming in Logo Using Logo PLUS ........ $18.95

Logo Writer for Educators: A Problem Solving Approach ....... $10.95
Logo PLUS for Educators: A Problem Solving Approach ....... $10.95

Logo users at all levels benefit from these ISTE selections.
The Introduction to Programming books. written by Sharon Yoder, provide
beginners with a Logo base to build on and experienced users with a
reference to rely on. Both are excellent resources for teacher training or
introductory computer science classes.
New from ISTE. LogoWriter (Logo PLUS) for Educators: A Problem Solving
Approach takes Logo learning to new depths. The focus is entirely on learning
and practicing general problem solving skills while using Logo. Great for
beginning programming experience. Appendices include keystroke
summaries. turtle shape pictures, and a quick reference card. Written by
Sharon Yoder and Dave Moursund.
To order. contact: ISTE. University of Oregon. 1787 Agate St .. Eugene. OR
97403-9905; ph. 503/346-4414. (Please add $3.25 shipping for single copy
orders. $4.50 for up to 4 copies. and $6.00 for 5 copies)

The International Society for Technology in Education touches all corners of the world. As the
largest international non-profit professional organization serving computer using educators, we
are dedicated to the improvement of education through the use and integration of technology.
Drawing from the resources of committed professionals worldwide, ISTE
provides information that is always
up-tCHl.ate, compelling, and relevant to
your educational responsibilities.
Periodicals, books and courseware,
Special Interest Groups, Independent Study
courses, professional committees, and
the Private Sector Council all strive to
help enhance the quality of information
you receive.
It's a big world, but with the pint efforts
of educators like yourself, ISTE brings it
closer. Be a part of the international
sharing of educational ideas and
technology. Join ISTE.

Basic one year membership includes
eight issues each of the Update newsletter
and The Computing Tau:her, full voting
privileges, and a 10% discount off ISTE
books and courseware.
$36.00
Professional one year membership
includes eight issues each of the Update
newsletter and The Computing Teacher,
four issues of the Journal of Resemch on
Computing in Education, full voting
privileges, and a 10% discount off ISTE
books and courseware.
$69.00

Join today, and discover how ISlE puts
you in touch with the world.

ISTE
1787 Agate St., Eugene, OR 97403-1923.
ph. 503/346-4414.

Logo Exchange
ISTE/University of Oregon
1787 Agate Street
Eugene, OR 97403-1923

